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ABSTRACT

The Red-sided garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalß parietalis ) exhibited observed

declines in isolated populations of the Interlake region of Manitoba prior to 1989.

Concems over the utilization and management of the Red-sided garter snakes prompted a

Moratorium on the commercial harvest of Red-sided garter snakes. Research was initiated

to determine altemative management techniques to optimize the social and financial

requirements of user groups, while maintaining healthy sustainable snake populations.

User groups, interest groups and individuals were asked to cornment on furure proposed

management scenarios.

Pe¡sonal interviews and formal questionnaùes were carried out to determine

attitudes of interested parties on the future management direction of red-sided garter snakes

in Manitoba. An assessment of financial requirements was also carried out to estimate the

possible revenues and expenditures of management altematives. Information was collected

on the potential biological impact of management altematives on the natura-l populations and

denning areas. Results were compiled for the management altematives on the harvest and

were ranked according to the social, financial and biological strengths and weaknesses.

It was determined that at the present time the Moratorium on the harvest of Red-

sided garter snakes should be continued and that fu¡ther research on the biological impact

of commercial harvesting is wa¡ranted in the event of attitudes towards a harvest change.

The majority of individuals and interests groups surveyed supponed the development of

recreational uses over commercial ha¡vesting. RecoÍìmendations were !o continue to

develop and improve local ventures oriented towards the recreational viewing of the Red-

sided garter snake in Manitoba, and continue the moratorium on commercial hawesting

until funher resea¡ch on sustainable harvesting techniques can be obtained.
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DEFINITIONS

The following is a list of terms, a¡d definitions, that are used th¡oughout the body

of this paper. The definitions apply in all cases except where otherwise stated.

Interlake Area:
The Interlake a¡ea is dehned as the a¡ea located between Lake Winnipeg on the east

and Lakes Manitoba, Winnipegosis and Cedar on the west. The Interlake extends south to
the Assiniboine River directly south of Lake Manitoba's eastem shoreline and along the
northem bounda¡y of metropolitan^Winnipeg. The northem bounda¡y follows the 36th
township line at approximately 52u 10' N Latitude. This a¡ea contains the highest
concentration of red-sided garter snakes and their habitat in Ma¡itoba. The Interlake a¡ea is
also the area where the majoriry of coliecting for commercial purposes has occurred in the
past.

Snake Den:
Snake dens a¡e defined as the spaces or areas in which snakes overwinter. Dens

are often referred to as hibemacula. Manitoba's snake hibemacula vary in size, parent
material, use and in numbers using them. Dens occur in gtavel piles, bed-rock cracks,
garbage dumps, stone fences, decayed tree roots, mines, wells, river banks, mammal
holes, human graves, old basements, and a¡tesian wells, as well as the more favourable
and traditional limestone sinks and crevices.

Commercial Use:
Commercial use is defined as any activity involving the red-sided garter snake that

results in di¡ect or indi¡ect financial gain to individuals or g¡oups. An example is the
collection and sale ofred-sided garter snakes to va¡ious customers in the United States and
Europe.

C oll ec tin g/Pickin g/Ha rvesting:
Collecting, picking or hawesting of snakes is defined as the act of actively

capturing snakes at or nea¡ snake dens during the fall. This may involve the use of
mechanical devices such as crowba¡s or simply an indívidual using his/her hands to scoop
the snakes up.

Harvest Season:
Harvest season is def,rned as the period of time within which snakes are legally

allowed by the Province of Manitoba to be harvested. The most recent hawest season
consisted of two weeks in the fall of 1988. Where referring to a possible future ha¡vest
season any specific dìfferences in the prior definition will be søted.

Snake Pickers:
Snake pickers a¡e defined as individuals or groups ofindividuals who have legally

obtained an individua-l or family license from the hovince of Manitoba allowing them to
harvest red-sided garter snakes during the harvest season, ln the past most snake pickers
were residents of the Interlake area, the majoiity being First Nations peoples.



Biological Supply House:
A biological supply house is defined as a facility that holds, breeds, processes and

sells various biological specimens of live and preserved nature, including red-sided garter
snakes.

Snake Buyers:
Snake buyers a¡e defined as individuals who purchase snakes from pickers in orde¡

to sell the snakes to va¡ious customers in the United States and the Wo¡ld. A snake buyer
may be a local resident of an a¡ea where snakes are picked or from somewhe¡e else. Snake
buyers must obtain export licenses if they are planning on selling the snake outside
Manitoba, Canada.

Snake Dealers:
Snake dealers a¡e defined as individuals who purchase snakes from snake buyers or

snake pickers directly. All dealers are foreign and reside in the United States. These
dealers a¡e the major sellers of red-sided ganer snakes on the world ma¡ket and they have
extensive clientele lists. Dealers usually do not deal in the sale of snakes alone and often
sell a number of other animals on the world ma¡ket.
Pet Trade:

The pet trade is defined as that part of the commercial sale of snakes that purchases,
distributes, and sells red-sided garter snakes from Ma¡itoba as pets. The pet trade usually
consists of snake dealers developing market through pet stores for the sale of snakes. The
pet Eade for red-sided garter snakes has developed in Canada, the Untied States, Japan,
and much of Europe.

Recreational Use:
Recreational use is defined as those activities involving recreation and the ¡ed-sided

garter snakes. Such uses may or may not result in the generation of revenue. However,
such ¡evenue is considered to be non-priced under present conditions in Manitoba.
Revenues occu¡ through indirect activities that a¡e associated with ¡ecreation and snakes.
An example of a recreational use is viewing the snakes and their dens at Narcisse,
Manitoba. Such uses can be considered consumptive or non-consumptive depending on
the activiry and the management measures undertaken.

Appropriate Management Strategy:
Appropriate management strategies are defined as those stategies that allow optimal

sustainable uses of snakes for Manitobans. These uses must be biologically sound,
socially acceptable, and where appropriate, economically viable.

S nake:
The red-sided garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis parietalis) is described as 1016 mm

(40 inches) snout to vent in length, occasionally larger. At mid-body there are 19 dorsal
scale rows and the dorsal scales a¡e keeled; the anal plate is single. The dorsum is black
with a yellow mid-dorsal stripe and a yellow lateral stripe on the second and thi¡d scale
rows. Along the side there are usually a series of red blotches. The top of the head is
black and the side yellow (Fig.1). Unless otherwise stated the word "snake" will be used
to represent red-sided garter snake.

The Department of Natural Resources:
Unless otherwise stated "DNR"will be used throughout the text to represent the

Departrnent of Natural Resources .The Department Natural Resources is defined as the
provincial govemment body that is responsible for the conservation and management of
wildlife, which includes snakes, in Manitoba. The management of snakes is carried out by
the wildlife branch within the Department of Natural Resou¡ces.



CHÀPTER 1

Background Information and Issues:

1.1 Unique Biological Qualities

The red-side garter snake (Tharnnophís sirtalis parietalis ) is found farther north

than any other ¡eptile in the Westem Hemisphere (Fig. 1). It ranges into Western Canada,

where the winter temperature can be as low as -40 degrees Celsius and the snow cover

continuous from late September through May (Crews and Ga¡stka, 1982), (Fig. 2). In

terms of numbers and distribution, it is the most successful reptile existing under the

extreme climatic conditions (bordering on subarctic) of cenral Canada. At these latitudes,

extreme seasonal changes in the environment undoubtedly represent a major evolutionary

force moulding the characteristics of the population ( Aleksiuk and Gregory, i974). Such

evolutionary adaptations include bearing thek young live ( most reptiles lay eggs),

physiological changes in blood (their blood becomes as thick as mayonnaise), and using

communal denning areas to overwinter (Crews and Garstka, 1982; Cregory, 197 4;

Koonz, 1991; Macmillan, 1987; Scott, 1976). Den sites a¡e limited to whe¡e snakes a¡e

able ¡o find access below the frost line yet still above the water table. Such den sites may

include tree roots, shale cliffs, rock piles, sewers, building foundations, animal burrows,

rock outcrops, and sinkholes.

One of the more unique and spectacular adaptations of these snakes occurs at large

denning areas in limestone sinkholes. Large sinkhole networks in the Interlake region of

Manitoba allow for as ma¡y as i0,000 snakes to accumulate and den in one paflicular

place. This unique adaptation has resulted in a world wide appreciation and interest in the

animals. The red-sided garter snakes of Manitoba's Interlake a¡e considered to be the

worlds'largest concentration of reptiles (Macmillan, 1987). These snakes have attracted

attention in Manitoba for many yeaß. It was fashionable in the 1880s to picnic at a large

snake den near Stony Mountain. Other Manitoba communities (Inwood, Skownan, and

Crane River) happened to be built near or over major snake denning areas. Such a



Figure 1: The ¡ed-sided ganer snake (Thantnophis sirtalis parietalis ).Source: (Preston,
1982).
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phenomenâ has also ¡esulted in the development of commercial and rec¡eational ventu¡es in

the Interiake region of Manitoba.

The management of recreational and comme¡cial ventures using snakes in a long-

term sustainable manner, is the goal of Manitoba s Deparrnent of Natural Resowces

@NR). In 1989 the DNR initiated a moratorium on the commercial collection of snakes

and initiated research on ways to improve the management techniques. Perceived decli¡es

in local snake populations and concem with the potential negative impacts from hawesting,

resulted in the 1989 moratorium a¡rd initiation of resea¡ch on improved management

techniques. No documented or reliable data existed or presendy exists to substantiate

concems over population declines relating to recreational and commercial ventu¡es.

Regardless, the DNR initiated resea¡ch on the possibiliry that ventues may have negative

impacts on snake populations. The possibility of negative impacts resulting from such

ventures could not be overiooked by the DNR based on the already sensitive life history

pa¡ameters of the snakes. Severe envi¡onmental conditions could result in the elimination

of a denning population, without any human intervention. Such environmental conditions

include sever winter temperatures, spring flooding, drought, or unseasonably low spring

temperatures. The addition of human uses only serves to increase the potential for a

denning population to be negatively impacted and may result in a higher degree of den

extirpation. The purpose of this study was to assess improvements to management

techniques for recreational and commercial uses of Manitoba snakes and to make

recommendations to the DNR on appropriate uses and management techniques.

1.2 Uses and Management:

There have been two uses for red-sided garter snakes in Manitoba; 1) Recreation

and educational viewing at Narcisse, Manitoba; and 2) Commercial harvesting of snakes

for sale in the pet industry, scientific institutions, and educational institutions. A

description of the system of management for these two main uses follows. Such a



description is needed in order to help illustrate the relationship between the use for the

snakes and the concem over the potential negative biological impacts of snake populations.

1.2.1 Recreational Viewing at Narcisse, Manitoba:

The DNR operates an educational and recreational viewing facility at Narcisse,

Manitoba, 100 km nonh of Winnipeg (Fig. 3). Three limestone dens, exhibiting large

representative populations of denning snakes were established in 1980. The Na¡cisse a¡ea

consists of trails and interpretive signs that educate tourists about snakes and their

biological qualities. The Na¡cisse dens are viewed by families, individuals, a¡d school

tour groups. Interpretive guides are p¡esent during peek spring visitation times to provide

di¡ections and answer questions. An estimated 10 000 people come to view the snake each

year. The Na¡cisse dens generate various indi¡ect economic benehts to local ¡esidents in

the form of snack food sales , gasoline sales, and souveni¡ items. No fee is directly levied

to view the Na¡cisse snake dens.

Management for the recreational a¡d educational site at Na¡cisse has involved the

legal protection of snakes and thek den sites from commercial snake pickers since 1984.

Site management to protect the dens from subsequent disturbances has also been initiated

by local DNR staff. For example, the DNR has built viewing platforms and fences a¡ound

the dens to minimize viewer impacts on the snakes and den area vegetation. The platforms

have also reduced the degree of soil erosion caused by viewer activity a¡ound the dens.

These platforms limit human access to areas close to the dens yet still provide a high degree

of viewing quality. Management has also included the deployment of snake fences during

the spring and fa1ì migration in an attempt to reduce snake mortality due to road kill ftom

cars travelling along Highway #17 adjacent to the Dens. Snakes are diverted to a culvert

under the road during their migration to and from summer feeding habitat reducing the

number of snakes that cross over the road. There is some concem that the snakes may be

using the road as a basking area during their migration, especially in the fall. Roads act as
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Figure 3: The Na¡cisse Recreational Viewing Site, Na¡cisse, Manitoba.



exuemely effrcient thermal sinks. If this is so, then simply diverting the snakes under the

road may not efficiently keep the snakes f¡om using the road and being subject to road kill.

1,2,2 Commercial Harvesting:

There was a commercial hawesting industry involving the collection, export ald

sale of red-sided garter snakes from Manitoba to worldwide customers. The hawesting of

Manitoba snakes for commercial purposes had taken place as early as the 1950's. Prio¡ to

1971, snakes were unprotected in Manitoba, with commercial harvests unregulated and

snakes harvested at undetermined numbers. In 1972,legislation was introduced which

established a one month seâson on the collection of snakes. It required snake pickers to

obtain a license allowing them to legally hawest snakes in Manitoba. The legislation also

allowed for monitoring the annual legal harvest of snakes (Koonz, 1983). In 1975, due to

a perceived reduction in snake numbers, the season was reduced to one week but, under

pressure from snake pickers and buyers, the season was extended to two weeks in 7982,

where it remained until the 1989 moratorium. An average of 47,000 snakes were legally

harvested annually from 1972 to 1988.

The harvest industry structure was such that snakes were usually collected by local

residents and sold to a small group ofbuyers. The buyers would then sell the snakes to

biological supply house operators in the United States who sold the snakes to va¡ious

customers throughout the United States and the world. Customers included resea¡ch

scientists, pet stores, and educational institutions (Fig.4). The two week fall snake harvest

led to management problems associated with negative biological impacts related to

inefficient snake harvesting techniques. Licenses were issued on an individual or family

basis and entitled the holder to pick snakes in Manitoba. However, there were no

restrictions on the methods of collection or numbers of snakes collected except for the

seasonal time restriction. The ¡esult was that there was no consideration given to the

unique life history strategies of the snakes or for the a¡nual variability of denning



populations caused by seasonal environmental conditions by the DNR or the snake user

gfoups.
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Figure 4: The historical ma¡ket structu¡e and management involvement for the comme¡cia.l
ha¡vest of red-sided garter snakes in Manitoba.
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The lack of consideration for the unique ecology of the snakes regarding past

harvesting techniques was compounded further by the structure of the indusu-y. The world

market fo¡ snakes was relatively stable with respect to demand fo¡ snakes. As a result,

dealers were higt y competitive with respect to supplying the market. Deale¡s anempted to

obtain as many snakes as possible as quickly as possible in hopes of gaining the $eatest

access to the market demand and a greater share of total ma¡ket revenues. The competition

between dealers to get as many snakes as possible, as soon as possible, lead to competition

between pickers to supply snakes to dealers on or before day one of the season. Because

pickers sold their animals to buyers on day one of the season (or before the season

officially opened) there was no guarantee, for those picking snakes legally during offrcial

times, of being able to sell their snakes. There was no guarantee because illegal suppliers

may have met the needs of buyers and foreign dealers on the first day of the season or

earlier. It was therefore unceÍain whether buyers would be purchasing snakes on day 2,3,

4, or 14 ofthe season. Pickers were forced to collect their snakes as soon as possible, and

by any means available, in order to have the chance to sell them to buyers. This situation

resulted in pre-season picking, den disturbance and the taking of snakes from protected

areas. It also contributed to negative biological impacts and den extþations through the

use of indiscriminate practices such as mechanical devices, ( the use of crow bars and ta¡

paper), to mine snakes directly from the dens. Such mining techniques were considered by

the pickers to be a more efficient form of harvesting. It allowed pickers to harvest snakes

quickly and in greater numbers than, previously less damaging harvesting techniques.

These indiscriminate techniques, when combined with all tenain vehicles, allowed pickers

to cover a much larger hawesting area resulting in the picking of dens that were previously

considered inaccessible to pickers.

Another structwal fault in the commercial hawest industry was the lack of any real

long-term interest in the conservation and management of the resource by pickers because

of the relatively small proportion of ¡he total revenues obtained. The income gained by

l1



pickers was low, an average of $0.50 Canadian, per snake sold. This translated into an

annual gross income of $ 15,000 to $50,000 divided between approximately i50 pickers

annually between 1971 to 1989. This revenue represents a small proportion of the

revenues generated ftom the harvest of the snakes. The majority of income was made by

dealers in the United Søtes who had built up an extensive clientele list over time. Out of

province revenues were estimated at approximately $600,000 U.S. ( an annual harvest of

47,000 snakes at a retail price of $14.00/snake for live snakes and $5.29 for dead ones;

based on Carolina Biological Supply Company Catalogue price, i989). In general, the

majority of pickers did not view the snakes as a valuable commodity to be conserved and

maintained as a business or a livelihood, but more or less as a family recreational activity

Koonz, 1989). The 1989 moratorium has cut off this revenue sou¡ce for pickers and

United states biological supply companies. At present there is no dfuect economic benefit

generated from the ha¡vest of snakes in Manitoba.

1,3 Life History Parameters; Related Issues and Concerns:

The negative impacts of snakes caused by recreational and commercial uses

compound an already precarious life strategy that exists under natural environmental

conditions. Denning populations are large, but may be susceptible to large annual

fluctuations. Population declines may occur because of reproductive failure in response to

poor weather conditions, rather than because of va¡iable suwivorship of adults. The poor

weather conditions combined with the relatively low but flucuating annual survivorship

rate of between 0.470 and 0.702 can result in severe reductions in populations. When the

potential negative impacts a¡e added from recreational viewing and past indisc¡iminate

hawesting techniques the result can be the total elimination of a denning population

(Macmillan, 1987). Such uncertainty with respect to the annual population at a den creates

difficulties in trying to ma¡age snakes on a provincial basis. The lack of scientific data on

population parameters, abundance and distribution also serves to inc¡ease the difficulty in

developing management techniques for sustainable uses of the snakes. The difficulties
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associated with the management of commercial and recreational ventures related to the life

history of red-sided garter snakes constitutes the major reason for assessing improvements

to management of recreational and commercial uses for red-sided ga¡ter snakes. No

attempt has been made to assess or compare the uses and improvements in managemen

: techniques for red-sided garter snakes i¡ Manitoba.

. 1.4 Objective:

, The objective of this resea¡ch is to develop, assess, and compare commercial

hawesting and recreational viewing and to suggest improvements in management

, techniques. This objective should lead to the development of a management srategy that
..
; would minimize negative biologica-l impacts on snake populations in Manitoba. These

'. assessments will help to provide the DNR staff with an adequate management strategy for

. recreational viewing and a potential commercial harvest. Determining improvements in

management techniques for potential commercial snake hawesting and recreational viewing

involves the following:
.

, 1,4.1 Recreational Viewing:

, tl to assess the economic and social importance of recreational snake viewing at Na¡cisse

i

to Manitoba;

: 2) to examine ttre possible biological implications and impacts from recreational viewing; 
;

' 3) to assess the management techniques presently used at Narcisse; and

4) to suggest improvements to present manâgement techniques that minimize the

, biological impacts of recreational viewing at Narcisse.

1,4.2 Commercial Harvesting:

1) to assess the importance of the commercial harvest in terms of social attitudes, potential 
.

fornegativebiologicalimpact,a¡dfinancialcontribution.

2) to assess and compare suggested improvements for the management of a commercial

harvest.Assessmentwi1lbebasedonavai1ablefinancia]data,potentialfornegative

biological impact, and impact on social attirudes;
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3) to determine the potential fo¡ a renewed commercial harvest of snakes in Manitoba;

4) to suggest improvements to present management techniques.

I.4.3 Recreational Yiewing and Commercial Harvesting:

1) to make recommendations regarding future uses of snakes that should be pursued in

Manitoba.

2) to make recommendations on management techniques that should be used to ensure that

minimal biological impact occurs from the recommended uses of snakes.
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CHAPTER 2
Methods

The following methods were used to determine, assess and compare improvements

to ma¡agement techniques for both recreational viewing and commercial harvesting:

2.L Identification of Individuals and Groups:

The identification ofuser groups a¡rd other interested panies for both commercial

and recreational management strategies was ca¡ried out using the following methods:

1). An examination of DNR records to determine various individuals who had been

involved with o¡ expressed interest in the cornmercial or recreational use of snakes in

Manitoba. Records included export permits, snake collecting licenses, correspondence from

various individuals, and attendance lists from any past forums held on snake management;

2). An extensive literarure sea¡ch was undertaken to obtain information on individuals who

may have had a vested interest in snakes in Ma¡itoba;

3). Consulution with committee and DNR members to identify interested individuals or

groups.

2.2 Improved Commercial and Recreational Management Techniques:

The following methods were used to develop sound commercial a¡d ¡ecreational

management strategies for the red-sided ganer snake in Manitoba:

1). An extensive literature sea¡ch of wildlife management studies, common propeny

resource management case studies, and sustainable wildlife use studies were undertaken to

determine possible management scena¡ios for the red-sided garter snake.

2). Consultation with wildlife management experts was ca¡ried out and their opinions and

suggestions were incorporated into the development of management scenarios'

2,3 Recreational Viewing:

The following methods were used to assess the economic and social importance of

recreational viewing at Na¡cisse, Manitoba:
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2.3,I Survey of Recreational Viewers:

A suwey of individuals viewing the snake dens at Narcisse Manitoba: Direct

intewiewing was car¡ied out on a random basis for a total of 1 12 individuals. Interviewing

took place over two days during the spring emergence of 1990. Respondents were chosen

systematically as they passed by a selected area at the entrance and exit to the viewing

facilty located adacent to the parking area. Determination of suwey respondents was based

on soliciting every fifth person to pass by the intewiewer as they retumed from viewing the

snakes a¡d the dens. Information on attitudes toward comme¡cial and recreational uses of

the snakes was solicited as well as other basic information regarding age ofrespondent,

place of residence, and sex (Appendix 1). A five point likert scale was used to determine

attitudes of respondents to various management questions (Mason et al, 1983). Closed

ended questions were also used to dete¡mine general information on the respondents.

Financial expendirure by respondents to view the snakes and a value for willingness to pay

to view the snakes was also requested as part of the survey. This information was used to

calculate the economic importance of the snake viewing facility.

2.3,2 Survey of Long Time Local Residents:

l,ong time residents of the Inwood, Narcisse and Sandridge areas of the Interlake

were personally interviewed to determine their anitudes toward the mânagement altematives

and economic imponance of recreational ventures with snakes in the area. A representative

sample of local residents with interest in the snakes was developed. Local business people,

private landowne¡s with dens on their land, political representatives and locally concerned

individuals were intewiewed. Information regarding attitudes toward past and improved

management strategies for the rec¡eational uses of the snakes was requested. A five point

likert scale was used for the attitudinal questions. Open ended and closed ended questions

were employed for various other questions (Appendix 2).
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2.3.3 Financial Assessment of Recreational Viewing:

A financial assessment of the importance of recreational viewing to Manitoba was

carried out using data obtained from DNR records. Operating costs for the Na¡cisse site

we¡e calculated from DNR records. Data from the 1990 survey of rec¡eational viewers was

used to calculate the economic importance of the Narcisse site. Estimated willingness to

pay (WIP) values were generated from the survey respondents and a total WTP by viewers

was calculated. Calculations were also made to estimate the approximate revenue generated

by viewers to the Interlake region for 1990. This information was used to assess the

economic importance of the Na¡cisse site and to compare this information with other

potential uses for snakes.

2.4 Commercial Harvesting:

The following methods were used to assess improvements to the management of

commercial hawesting:

2.4.I Market Assessment:

General Information on the world ma¡ket fo¡ red-sided garter snakes was obtained

through consultation with various indíviduals, snake dea-lers, supply house operators , pet

store operators, and biological supply house caølogues. Company representatives were

asked to comment on supply and demand for snakes as they related to changes in market

prices. Information was obtained on wholesale and retail prices for red-sided garte¡ snakes

from Ma¡itoba.

A) Telephone Survey of Snake Dealers:

A sea¡ch was conducted to determine those biological supply house dealers who

bought and sold Manitoba snakes prior to the 1989 moratorium. Biological Supply house

catalogues were searched fo¡ red-sided garter snake advertisements. Those supply house

catalogues that advenised red-sided garter snakes for sale were contacted. After contacting

supply houses it was determined if the snakes were bought in Manitoba and if so, contact
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with the person involved in the sale and distribution of snakes at the supply house was

attempted. Generaì questions regarding the dealer's attitude toward the effect of the 1989

moratorium on the harvest of ¡ed-sided garter snakes , and the world ma¡ket, were applied.

General information on world supply and demand was also requested, including pricing and

end market locations.

B) A Survey to Snake Dealers:

Formal questionnaires were sent to each dealer that was contacted by telephone. The

purpose ofthe questionnaire was to determine; A) the opinions and suggestions ofthe

dealers regarding the fuhre management of snakes i¡ Ma¡itoba and the feasibility of re-

est¿blishing the commercial ha¡vest of snakes; B) the estimated world demand for red-sided

garter snakes; and C) the approximate breakdown in snake numbers for respective uses (ie

Scientific Research, Pets, Education). All questions were open ended so as not to limit or

¡estrict the responses of dealers (Appendix 3).

2,4.2 Financial Assessment of Improved Harvest Techniques

A) An examination DNR's records and data regarding the financial revenues and.

expenditures for managing the commercial ha¡vest ofred-sided garter snakes in Manitoba

was ca¡ried out.

B) An estimation of possible financial revenues and expenditures of various suggested

a-ltemative management strategies for red-sided garter snakes in Manitoba-

C) Consultation with va¡ious DNR staff was undenaken to determine possible financial

revenues and costs for the suggested management strategies.

2.4.3 Social âssessment of the Importance of a Commercial Harvest:

A) Personal interviews with identif,ied user g¡oups and individuals with interests in the

management of the commercial harvest of snakes in Ma¡itoba: Information regarding

attitudes toward past and future management strategies was requested. Information on

attitudes toward supply and demand for a commercial hawest industry was also solicited. A
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five point likert scale was used for the attitudinal questions. Open ended and closed ended

questions were employed for various other questions (Appendix 2).

B) Long time residents in the Inwood, Narcisse and Sandridge areas of the Inte¡lake were

personally interviewed to determine their attitudes towa¡d the management altematives and

the economic importance of commercial hawesting of snakes in the a¡ea. A representative

sample of local residents with interest in the snakes was developed. Local business people,

private landowners with dens on their land, political representatives of the a¡ea and locally

concemed individuals were also interviewed. Information regarding attitudes toward past

and improved management strategies for the commercial hawesting of the snakes was

requested. A five point likert scale was used for the attitudinal questions. Open ended and

closed ended questions were employed for other questions (Appendix 2).

C) Interest groups and individuals were contacted by telephone to set up a meering time and

place for a personal interview with represenutives. If a time and place could not be

arranged an interview was attempted over the phone. P¡ior to these interviews the parties in

question were each sent a copy of the Wildlife Branch's recently completed red-sided garter

snake management plan so that interviewees were aware of the present management

situation. Information regarding attitudes toward past and improved management strategies

for the comme¡cial hawesting of the snakes was requested.

D) Information on attitudes from recreational viewers regarding commercial snake

hawesting was solicited during the 1990 recreational viewing suwey.(Appendix 1). A five

point liken scale was used to determine attitudes ofrespondents to various management

questions. Closed ended questions were also used to determine general information.

2,4.4 Comparison of Management Techniques

Using survey information, social attitudes, biological impacs and financial

conside¡ation, harvest techniques were compared and ranked to determine appropriate

improvements in management for the commercial harvest of snakes. Ranking was

determined by assigning a weighted value to each of the va¡ious categories based on the
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researcher's assessment of data. Biological impacts were assigned more weight because

maintena¡ce of the resource was considered to be of greatest concern. Social attitudes we¡e

weighted second because the views and needs oflocal ¡esidents regarding the use of the

resorrce should be highly valued. The financial considerations were given less weight

because social and biological considerations outweigh a particular management strategy

decision.

2,5 Recommendations to the DNR:

1) A formal wrinen report was submitted to DNR staff involved in the management of

snakes in Manitoba.
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",,"c.T|"'.TIXi.*3.1 Introduction:

With the exception of Macmillan (1987), and Gregory (1979), discussions of the

issues involved with the conservation and management of the red-sided garter snake in

Manitoba are virtually absent from the cur¡ent scientific Literaru¡e. Furthermore, only a few

studies have focussed on the conservation and management of snake populations of the

world in general ( Darymple and Reichenbach, 1984; Dodd, 1987; Galligan an Dunson,

1979, Seigel 1986; IUCN Bulletin, 1894). Nevertheless, itis of great importance that the

cha¡acteristics and related concepts pertaining to the conservation, management and uses

for the red-sided garter snâke in Manitoba be discussed.

3.2 Biological Consideration for Snakes:

According to Dodd (i987), because there are relatively few studies conceming

successful approaches to snake conservatìon, aside from statutory protection for the

collection o¡ trade in snakes, individuals concemed with biological considerations must

tum to the experiences of other taxonomic groups and disciplines. A major constraint on

the success of conservation programs, and one that is diff,icult to work with because of the

lack of scientific study of many snake species, is that all conservation approaches are

timited by the biological cha¡acteristics of the species themselves. For programs to be

successful, it is necessary that as much as possible be known about the biology of the

species in question. Continuous scientific study must be undertaken to ensure that

conservation methods are selected within the constraints imposed by the species. In order

to formulate any kind of management program for these various species, we need to have

more information on distribution and abundance, habitat use, mortality rates, reproductive

potential, ect (Dodd, 1987). Unfortunately for most Canadian snake populations, we lack

such data (Gregory, 1977).

In the case of snakes in Manitoba, relatively little is known about the biological

considerations of the species. Fortunately more is known about the red-sided garter snake
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than for most othe¡ snake species. According to Koonz (i983), Manitoba red-sided garter

snake dens have been the subject of scientific study since 1973. However, even though

there exists an extensive array of scientific studies on the snake none have deait with the

basic ecological requirements and the impacts of hawesting on denning populations.

According to Macmillan (1987), "No rigorous suwey of remaining large denning

populations, enabling evaluation of the status of the ¡esource, has been conducted.

Normally, awareness of the status of the resource is a pre-requisite for successful

ma¡agement". Macmillan (1987), states that "ignorance of the status of dens in Manitoba

and of the biological needs of the species is a major hindrance to effective management of

denning populations".

Koonz (1983) recognizes the lack of i¡formation on snake and states that a poor

understanding of snake numbe¡s, suwival rates, environmental factors, productivity,

general biology, and lack of knowledge regarding dens are major factors limiting the

effective management of the snakes. According to Koonz (1983), itis important that these

cha¡acteristics be add¡essed in any improved management sÍategies for the red-sided garter

snake. The life history parameters for the red-sided garter snake and the relationship of

negative impacts caused by the uses of snakes are addressed below.

3.2,1 Population parameters for the red-sided Garter Snake:

Throughout the range of the species, populations of T. sirtalis parierølls appear to

be subject to considerable fluc¡¡ation. It has usually been felt that such fluctuations occur

in response to variations in weather, either direcdy or indirectly. In the Inte¡lake region of

Manitoba, where the climate is extreme and highly variable, population flucruations of ?.

sirtalis parietalis are particularly great and yearly population declines of as much as 507o

have been observed to occur. Despite this, the species remains abundant in the Inte¡lake,

even during population lows. Its abundance may be pardy explicable in terms of

physiological adaptations to its environment, but the ability to regain high numbers

following a large-scale population decline involves adaptations in the area of life history
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sraægies. Because of differences in environmental severity and stability, and the ¡esulta¡t

population effects, populations of T. sirtalis parie¡¿l¿s in the lnte¡lake and in more

southerly regions should exhibit important differences in life history (Gregory , 197 4). The

variation in life history among denning populations is significant when considering

concems over the use of snakes and improved management techniques. When considering

the re-establishment of a ha¡vest season for Manitoba snakes, a c¡itical factor in the

decision to allow a hawest must be the biological paramete¡s for the snakes and the

negative impacts that a hawest may create. Past hawesting techniques were i¡discriminate

and did not take into account the variability in population effects at den sites from the

environmental conditions for that particular year. In years where the envi¡onmental

conditions were optimum, indiscriminate hawesting may not have had any severe negative

impacts on the denning population. However in years when severe environmental

conditions existed, hawesting may have further impacted on an already hard hit denning

popuiation. This same principal applies to the dens at Narcisse, stress from humans

viewing the snakes may have little impact in years when environmental conditions were

good, but may have significantly added to the population stress in years when

environmental conditions were poor. Concems over such impacts were the main rationa.l

behind the DNR's initiation of research on management improvements and for the 1989

moratorium.

In an animal population which is subject to frequent fluctuation, the ability to

rebuild numbers following a decline depends on the attainment of a high intrinsic rate of

population increase r¡1* (Gregory, 1974). Although red-sided garter snakes can produce

as many as 40 young in one birth the actual or intrinsic rate ofpopulation increase is low.

Suwival of young bom in the first year can be as low as 207o, and suwiva-l rates for snakes

after their fust yea¡ can be on average 587o (Gregory,l974;Koonz,1991) (Fig.5). On top

of the relatively low suwival ¡ates, sexually mature female red-sided ganer snakes in the

Interlake region may not breed annually due to the high energy costs of reproduction.
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These costs involve the opportunity costs of inability to feed while gravid and the increased

risk of mortality while basking. Such costs become more acute as the g¡owing season

becomes shorter and the percentage of the season consumed by reproductive activities

increases. Macmillan (1987), states that in the Interlake region, the energy costs associated

with reproduction may be too high to permit annual reproduction. Gregory (1977),

suggests biennial reproduction might be expected, with frequency of reproduction

depending on the date of parturition and the subsequent availability of food. Aldridge

(1979), believes a true biennial cycle probably does not exist, but that the availability of

energy, either as sto¡ed fat from a favorable growing season the year before or resulting

from spring foraging success, determines the proportion of females reproducing in a given

year. Weather ultimately determines the availability of energy since it influences both the

date of parturition and subsequent foraging success. $ young are bom late due to a cold

summer-prolonged gestation, reproducing females may have little or no time to feed before

they begin the migration from their summer feeding area (Macmilian, 198?). In such cases

it has been suggested that the females will not bear young the following season. This has

imponant implications with respect to the severity of impacts caused by using snakes. It

inc¡eases the difficulty in determining improved management techniques. Under the past

harvesting management structure,it would be difficult to determine the impact of hawest or

an annual harvesting rate for snakes due to the uncertainty of reproduction from year to

year. Such uncertainty could result in miscalculating the impact of a hawest on populations

and could therefore severely damage denning populations. Improvements in the

management of the snakes must consider such uncertainties so that potential impacts on

snake populations can be minimized.
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Figure,S.: Logarithmic survivorship curve for red-sided garter snakes (Thamnophis
sirtalìs parietalis ) in the Interlake region of Manitoba, Gregory (1974).

Additional concems are 1) that first year snakes rarely go to the fall denning areas

and 2) adults may not return to the same denning area every year. Some snakes may

remain in summer foraging a¡eas over wi¡ter, especially females who have given birth

(Koonz, 1991). Such variance in life history strategies would also have to be considered

by DNR staff in any commercial hawest.

3.3 Threats to Snake Populations:

There are many tkeats to snake populations cited in the current literature @odd,

1987; Langton, 1989; Macmillan, 1987, Koonz, 1983). Mary of these threats apply

dkectly to the red-sided garter snake in Manitoba. It is therefore important to discuss these

threats a¡d thei¡ relationship to snake management in Manitoba.
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3.3.1 Collection of Snakes:

According to Dodd (i987), both common and uncommon snakes a¡e traded

extensively. Most of these animals a¡e sold either in pet shops or by dealers in exotic

animals, and for the most part such trading is illegal. Although some snakes are products

ofcaptive breeding progmms begun specifically to supply the trade, most a¡e resident

species collected from the wild with little concem for natural population effects. Whether

or not the amual take represents a sustai¡able yield depends entircly on the size and

ecological characteristics of the population. This is usually unknown, particuiarly by the

harvester, and the exploiøtion continues until either the population becomes extinct or the

law of diminishing returns makes it no longer prof,ruble to collect the animals @ltringham,

1984).

The negative biological impacts of commercial hawesting is one of the main

concems regarding the cause of the observed decrease in local snake populations of

Manitoba. According to Macmillan (i987), intensive harvesting over a period of years

leads to severe reductions in numbers. He argued that if we want to ensure the future of

the red-sided garter snake, the a¡nuâl commercial harvest must be terminated immediately

(Macmillan, 1987).

The red-sided garter snake exhibits communal denning and dens in the Interlake of

Manitoba may contain several thousand individuals during peak years. As a result,

professional collecto¡s have been attracted to this a¡ea and have made severe in¡oads on

certain denning populations. In addition, these snakes face destruction of their denning

a¡eas as farme¡s often fill in the limestone sinks which the snakes use as dens. Loss of

thei¡ summer habitat is also likely as several of the ma¡shes which they use in summer have

been d¡ained for agricultural uses while other marshes appear to be in late successional

stages, gradually filling in. The fragmentation of natural migtation routes from denning

a¡eas to ma¡shes by roads is also suspected of affecting the general health of Manitoba
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snake populations. Roads limit access to dens or marshes when they bisect tavel routes.

Many snakes can be killed while trying to cross these unnatural ba¡¡iers. Finally, snakes

are markedly affected by weather, which is unpredicøble in this region. Populations may

fluctuate in numbers markedly because cool weather conditions adversely affect

reproduction or the spring melt in high snowfall years flood out den sites. Considering

these factors, mass collecting could be an excessive burden on snake populations unless it

is controlled more rigorously than in the past (Gregory, 1977). Mass collecting of snakes

has taken several forms:

1). Collecting for the pet trade. This is probably not serious at present, but may become

more so as tropical species become less available. Casual collecting by children and others

is probably not too important, but the prospect of large scale collecting for the pet trade is

alarming. P¡io¡ to the 1989 moratorium on the collection of Manitoba's snakes this was

considered to be a more serious contribution to the loss of Manitoba snakes then Gregory

states for snakes in general.

2). Collecting for commercial pulposes other than for the sale as pets. This is not a

widespread practice, but may be important where snake populations are iarge. Sales a¡e

usually made to biological supply houses, which in turn sell them for use in university

anatomy classes, ect. This type of activity may a-lso lead to collecting for the pet eade.

Annual estimates of this type of collection for Manitoba snakes before the 1989 mo¡atorium

tend to support Gregory. Approximately I07o of ha¡vested snakes were diverted to this

use.

3). Collections for ¡esea¡ch by biologists. This type of collecting probably does not

represent a serious source of loss for most snake populations, especially since most

populations are exploited by a very small number of resea¡chers. Biologists, as experts on

various groups, should be prepared to set examples for others to follow(Gregory,1977).
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All of these forms of snake collection were practiced by commercial snake pickers in

Manitoba prior to the 1989 moratorium.

An example of the commercial collection of snakes other than the red-sided garter

snake in Manitoba is given by Galligan and Dunson (1979). This example helps to

illustrate similarities in biological impacts that ca¡ occu¡ from hawesting snake populations

In the United States there a¡e a small number of individuals who still may be conside¡ed

commercial snake collectors. In Pennsylvania, Galligan and Dunson (1979), recorded

interviews with 1 1 rattlesnake hunters, all of whom reported a substantial decline in the

snake population and in the viabiliry of dens within the last ten years. Macmillan ( 1987),

stated that many disturbing parallels in the course of events regarding the status of the

timber rattle snake (Crotalus h. horridus) studied by Galligan and Dunson (1979), could be

found with regard to the red-sided garter snake in Manitoba. Higher prices, increased

accessibility, and publicity have combined to interest people more in hunting the Timber

Rattle snake. As a result, many dens have been exte¡minated and the search for

unexpioited dens has intensified. Dens can tolerate only five to seven years of hunting.

Some of the snakes collected for fai¡s a¡e released at a later date, but the snakes are

malueated and it is doubtful whether they can suwive after release. Similar actions were

taken by snake pickers in Manitoba toward red-sided garter snake commerciaÌ ha¡vest.

Directly related to the collection of snakes is the keeping of snakes by people.

According to Langton (1989), there are probably around 40,000 reptile ard amphibian

keepers in Europe, while in the USA there are in excess of one million keepers at any one

time. These numbers are changeable because the majority of repdles and amphibians

imported are unsuitable for trade a¡d are dead within a few months of coilection from the

wild. Langton (1989), describes three forms ofkeeping that exists. First there are a

handful of keepers who contribute to the published information on species. Second the

casual keeper, who usually keeps one or two animals, simply for the fascination or desi¡e
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to know more about these often secrerive animals. The casual keeper constitutes the

majority of people who a¡e collecting snakes. The third category of keepers includes those

who collect animals like stamps, who aim to keep the rarest of a particular type. Even the

breeding of albino snakes constitute a thriving interest, like aberrant issues of stamps

(Langton, 1989).

3,3,2 Habitat Destruction:

Another major threat to snake populations is habitat destruction. According to

Dodd (1987), the greatest threat to snakes as a group is habitat destruction. Habitat

destruction results in the physical elimination of both animals and their ecosystems and the

fragmentation of remaining populations which are then subject to reduced population size

and the resulting potential loss of genetic diversity. Habitat loss is difficult to quantify

because no baseline data exists to document eithe¡ the extent of loss of habitat in maly

a¡eas or the resulting effects on snake populations. As is true for nearly all factors affecting

a species status, loss of habitat may only be one of a series of facto¡s simultaneously

threatening a population a¡d can set in motion other derimental effects. These detrimenta-l

effects may include the disruption of social behavior or genetic problems. In snakes, these

factors a¡e still largely unstudied, and most conservation surveys try to answer more basic

questions conceming where a species is located, how many individuals there a¡e, and the

nature of the obvious threats (Dodd,1987).

In North America, habitat loss stems from residential or agdcultural development,

logging and forestry practices, and impoundment of streams and rivers. However, specific

data are rarely supplied. One exception is that for Thamnophis couchí gig¿s in the San

Jauquin Valley of Califomia; this species has lost at least 337o of its available habitat,

primarily in the northern part of its range, to land clearing for agriculture (Dodd, 1987). A

loss of natural habitat is rarely correlated with a decline in the number of snakes but

undoubtedly is responsible for major population changes. Other forms of habitat

destruction may impact snakes, but again few data are available. These include introducing
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domestic animals that cause distu¡bance of ground cover, spreading oil on dunes fo¡

stabiüzation, and building dams that eliminate retreats and appropriate habitats. Mowing

grass to enhance the habitats of other forms of wildlife can result in loss of an appropriate

habitat and di¡ect killing of snakes (Dodd, 1987).

In the case of the red-sided garter snake, the most significant form of habitat

destruction is from the use of mechanicai devices at hibemacula to collect snakes. Such

devices direcdy damage the hibernacula rendering them uninhabitable (Macmillan, 1987).

Anothe¡ form of habitat destruction is the destruction caused by direct human disrurba¡ce

through tourism ( Whittier et ø/, 1984). Snake habitat is sensitive to disturbance and the

stress that results from tourists or commercial pickers wandering nea¡ or on top of the

snake dens can often have significant impacts. Macmillan (1987), found that the

commercial harvest of snakes exerted a negative effect on the population through the

degradation of the den structure. According to Macmillan, ha¡vested dens typically showed

signs of trampling, digging, and general disruption. In an interview with Koonz (pers

comm. 1986) Macmillan leamed that some commercial harvesters block entrances to dens

with debris, thus forcing snakes to remain above ground and available for capture. It was

concluded that such disruption may reduce the available hibemation space a¡d contribute to

a reduction in denning populations. Macmillan further substantiated his comments by

stating that exterminated dens show little sign of repopulation decades after disturbance,

and transplantation as a means of re-establishing populations may not be feasible

(Macmillan, 1987).

Whittier e¡ a/ (1984), stated that commercial harvesting of snakes had negative

impacts on habitat. "One issue related particularly to the management of the red-sided

gartet snake resource deals with observations of den excavation by snake harvesters"

@hittier et a/ ,1984). Because so little is known about the requirements of the snakes in

selecting and using a den site, the effects of excavating sites on populations is presently

unlmown. However, as excavation of dens could be regarded as habitat destruction, this
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activity should be cutailed by an aggressive enforcement policy linked with an active

educational campaign (Whinier et al ,1984). The authors also state that habitat destruction

of snake dens associated with agricultural, gravel extraction, and urban development have

also significantly contributed to ¡educing the numbers and quality of snake dens in the

province. Many dens on private property have been filled, and reports of efforts to

extþate local populations of denning snakes are common.

Whittier ¿¡ a/ (1984), also discussed the impact of tourism on the red-sided garter

snake. " Another concem we have developed about the snake populations is the use of the

Na¡cisse Wildlife Management Area for tou¡ism...Although signs at the dens request

visitors not to enter the dens, many do, and paths beaten down the sides of the dens a¡e

evidence...Again our knowledge of the subterranean environment ís a concern as we do not

know the impact of filling of the den with soil. It is likely, however, that it is having a

significa¡t effect...Tourist activity also hinders the mating behaviour of the animals with

the result that females are not mated and, hence, do not produce young" (Whittier et al

,1984).

3.3.3 Malicious Killing

Another th¡eat to snake populations is prejudice. S nakes have always aroused

intense feelings in people,whether they inhabit cities and have never seen a snake o¡ Live in

ru¡al a¡eas where snakes abound (Dodd, 1987). Reptiles, particularly snakes, are most

frequendy named as the least liked animal by the general public. Such prejudice is almost

always based on ignorance and superstition. Snakes are more often judged on their

reputation than on thei¡ true role in ou¡ natu¡al environment (Langton, 1989). "The average

person has completely er¡oneous notions about what snakes a¡e, and many myths about

them are perpetuated. In many areas snakes are commonly killed on sight, especially if

they are venomous " (Gregory, 1978). Conserving snakes presents very special problems

in overcoming human prejudice; in many countries snakes are destroyed whenever possible
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(LU.C.N. Bulletin, 1984). According to Dodd (1987), the effects of wanton killing on

wild populations of snakes has not been studied.

There is some documentation of the kiiling of red-sided garter snakes for reasons

ofprejudice ( Koonz, i983). According to Koonz, local people seem to dislike snakes or

snake dens. " Stone piles, dead animals, oil, bulldozen and debris have rendered many

den sites useless. In general there seems to be little concern fo¡ snakes on the part of the

public. Most people believe that the only good snake are dead ones. Some local people,

especially those in the Boggy Creek and San Cla¡a a¡ea of Manitoba, greatly fear snakes"

(Koonz, 1983).

3.4 Management of snakes:

The goal ofresource managers is to maintain a sustained annual ha¡vest without

harming the integrity of the species involved. This is diffrcult for a species, such as the

red-sided garter snake, which is only available for a short time each spring and fa1l,

especially since the snake pickers are more awa¡e of den locations and numbers than

wildlife staff (Koonz, 1983). However, it is imponant to discuss snake management goals

to determine the current practices employed by resource managers to ensure the

conservation of snakes.

3.4.1 Snake Management Techniques for the red-sided Garter Snake:

According to Macmilla¡ (1987), there must be a change in cunent mânagement

practices for snakes if some lffge denning aggregations a¡e to remain. However, the nature

of the denning populations themselves make it impossible to propose genera.l commercia.l

harvest guidelines appropriate for all denning populations. The results of his study

suggested that population parameters may be den-specific. Gregory (1979), aiso discussed

den specific factors that determine the annual population of local snake denning areas.

Numbers, sex ratios, and the population composition of dens in one area are probably

different from those for dens in another a¡ea. The population at a single den can also
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fluctuate significantly from one year to the nexl Therefore, the impact of management

guidelines on different dens will not be the same. The wandering tendencies of the snakes

in the fall migration tend to complicate the issue further, as pickers at one den could

effectively hawest two or more dens at the same time since it is not exactly known if the

snakes will retum to one den or the other. Additionally, much of the information necessary

to evaluate population parameters must be collected amually in fall without interference

from comme¡cial ha¡vesters.

Effective den population management in the face of continued commercial

exploitation necessitates a den-specific management scheme. Macmillan (1987), argued

that the cost of such a scheme, if theoretically possible, would likely exceed revenues

generated by the harvest. It was concluded that the red-sided garter snake harvest in the

Interlake Region of Ma¡itoba should not be viewed as being economically exploitable

(Macmillan 1987).

Few proven management options have been tried in an effort to conserve snakes.

Most management has taken the form of statutory or otherwise restrictive prohibitions:

regulations aimed at controlling trade or collecting of a particular species. At times, these

methods can be extremely effective in curtailing detrimental activities affecting panicular

species @odd, 1987). In the case of snakes in Manitoba there is statutory legislation

under the Wildlife Act which restricts the comme¡cial harvest of the snakes. A-ltemative

forms of management have not been explored in the past as is the case for most snakes

according to Dodd , (1987).

3,4.2 Legislative Protection:

Many counries have taken steps to ban the collecting, keeping and sale of native

wild herpetofauna. Some advocate that captive bred animals should leplace all wi-ld-caught

specimens or that native herpetofauna should not be kept at all; similar policies have been

effective in parts of the U.S.A. (Langton, 1989).
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Manitoba currently restricts the collecting ofplains and red-sided garter snakes

lVildlife Act, Regulation 734fi1). There are, however no quotas on numbers or limits to

the size of the snakes taken. lnstead the lengh of the coliecting season is controlled. As

mentioned, prior to 1973 collecting was restricted to the month of September. The dema¡rd

for snakes then ùamatically inc¡eased and the season was shortened to the fust week of

September in 1975 . Unfortunately, this may have shifted some of the collecting pressure

onto Saskatchewan populations. Although the price paid per snake is low ($0.50), the

natural resources in the Interlake a¡e few and the snake hawest represents an important

source of income. For some, money from the sale of frogs and snakes may represent a

substantial source of added income.

Co-operative legislation among provinces, quotas and size Iimits, and good policing

would seem to be appropriate. None are eæy to bring about, but we certainly have

sufficient information at present to suggest size limits which would protect much of the

reproductively significant segment of these populations (G¡egory, 1977).

Cental to the premise of management tkough sututory regulation is the ability to

enforce the regulations. According to the current lite¡ature, the enforcement of regulations

that deal with the manageme nt of snakes has proven difficult. "Enforcing trade controls is

a difficult process for customs officers, police departrnents and scientif,tc authorities. This

is largely because of the administrative diffrculties that result from permit systems and the

specialist nature for identifying controlled species as they enter the numerous borders by

land, ai¡, and sea "(Langton, 1989). Much attention has recently focussed upon the

enforcement of Eade controls and the smuggling of herpetofauna within Europe. lndia has

found it difhcult to enforce its 1976 ban on the snake skin trade and smuggling is believed

to be widespread. A 1983 assessment of old skins leftover from the trade showed 11.3

million, which were to be bought by a state-owned company on a 'once only' basis to clear

old stocks (I.U.C.N. Bulietin, 1984).
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Regulations, resricting the collection of snakes in Manitoba have also been difficult

to enforce. The following description regarding the enforcement of regulations

exemplifres the difficulty involved. " The wildlife regulations conceming the red-sided

garter snakes a¡e difficult to enforce. In 1989 a number ofpeople were picking in the

Na¡cisse Wildlife Management Area @MA), a location closed to picking of snakes.

Wildlife staff and conservation ofhcers were present during most of the season a¡d acted as

a deterrent to picking, but large numbers of snakes werc still being removed. Last year we

observed pickers in the Na¡cisse WMA several weeks after the picking season had closed"

(Koonz, 1990). These observations indicate that an illegal trade in red-sided garter snakes

is occurring in the Province. Thus, while there are official reports of numbers of snakes

removed during the picking season, these reports a¡e low estimates. It is not known to

what extent snakes a¡e removed illegally from Manitoba. A recent apprehension and

conviction of th¡ee individuals trying to smuggle 3,000 snakes into the United States in the

spring of i991 confirmed that illegal picking and smuggling exists. The attraction of

obtaining $10.00 per snake for a total of$30,000 and the ease involved in hawesting such

a numbe¡ of snakes is tempting to many individuals. Such illegal collection and trade

practices hamper effons to effectively manage snakes in Manitoba.

3,4,3 Habitat Protection:

Another management technique employed to conserve snakes is habitat protection

which also proves to be a difFrcult process @odd, 1987; Macmilla¡, 1987). Habitat

protection aimed at panicular species must also recognize that entire ecosystems cannot be

managed for individua-l species; reserves must provide for interactions, even if established

primarily for a particular species. It will aiso be necessary to ensure that reserves are large

enough to achieve the purpose for which they are esøblished. Resea¡ch on snakes will

tÏerefore be requi¡ed to determine the effective population size capable of sustaining the

species through time @odd, 1987). According to Dodd it would be necessary to know
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seasonal variations in habitat use, population structure, rccruitment and survivorship,

movement pattems, and effective population size, in order to establish a reserve.

The¡e a¡e few clear management options presently available for snake conservation.

Research may provide clues to the methods needed to reduce certain conflicts, such as

restrictions on vehicles, mowing, or prescribed burning during periods of snake migration

@odd, 1987). According to Dodd, Johnson (1978), has provided general suggestions for

habitat management to enhance snake populations, However, management options will be

limited by the biological constraints imposed by the species, so research into basic life

history is the first step in effective management (Dodd, 1987).

Snake habitat protection has involved the closu¡e of dens in the Na¡cisse WMA to

commercial harvesting. The 1989 Moratorium on the hawest of snakes throughout

Manitoba has also indirectly protected snake habitat.

3,4.4 Captive Propagation:

One of the more recent techniques for managing snake populations has been the

process of captive propagation, but this technique is not without problems, Breeding

snakes in captivity with subsequent release of progeny into the wild is theöretically

possible, but the mass-breeding of snakes in captivity is difficult as is raising young to a

size where they are likely to survive after ¡elease. ln addition, the effects ofreleases f¡om

artificial breeding programs on the local gene pool should be considered (Gregory, 1977).

According to Dodd (1987), as in other forms of management, before establishing

captive propagation programs, goals should be clearly established. Too many propagation

programs are operated under the guise of 'conservation'. When this really means to supply

individuals with a sufficient number of pets, it is not conservation but recreational use of

wildlife (Dodd, 1987). In the case snakes in Manitoba, such conside¡ations must be taken

into account regarding captive propagation as a means of supplying the demand for snakes

in the pet trade and in indirecdy consewing natural populations of snakes.
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Dodd (1987), states that seve¡al conditions should be met before espousing captive

propagations as a conservation tool.

The conditions a¡e:

1. The species should clearly need captive propagation to ensure or enhance suwival.

2. Proper facilities should be available for long-terrn programs.

3. Accurate scientihc data must be kept and made available to other researchers, preferably

tkough a refereed journal publication. In addition, a species survival plan, such as that

developed by the American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums (AAZPA),

should be maintained by individuals in breeding collections.

4. Goals should be clearly established and should focus on preservation of the species in

the wi-ld whjle maintaining a genetically viable population in captivity. When animals are

inroduced into the wild, a suitable protected habitat should be available and released

animals should be monitored to determine the success or failure of the progtam.

According to Curry (1988), ¡ed-sided ganer snakes are the simplest and most

popular snakes to keep in captiviry. ln general, their large appedte, tolerance of varying

temperatures and resistance to disease make them panicularly suitable. The autho¡

maintains that snakes can be kept outdoors a¡d inside relatively easily. Curry (1988), also

states that the most commonly imported garter snake is the red-sided garter snake and they

are particularly recommended as pets. He aìso identifies Manitoba as the main source of

these snakes to keepers in Britain and Europe. A more complete description of the ca¡e and

maintenance, as well as breeding methods for the red-sided ganer snake can be found in

Curry (1988). The captive propagation with subsequent sale to pet stores may be an option

available regarding the management of the commercial harvest of Manitoba snakes.
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3.4.5 Tourism:

One of the more popular forms of managing wildlife in efforts to conserve

populations is through the creation of tourist parks. It must be made clear from the

beginning that the economic value of wildlife through tourism is distinct from any other

value, Societies often support activities that a¡e uneconomic, such as the preservation of

ancient buildings, and it does not follow that if wildlife viewing proves to be a loss-making

enterprise, national parks should the¡efore be closed down @ltringham, 1984).

Tourism has expanded world-wide over the past few decades and many countries

contain sustainable wildlife populations @ltringham, 1984). There is no doubt that tou¡ism

is profitable and that many countries, including rich nations iike the U.S.A. and Britain,

benefit greatly from the tourist Eade, but we need to examine the premise that a tourist trade

based entirely on wildlife can be lucrative. Many argue that recreation and tourism

activities may be one of the most appropriate ways to conserve wildlife populations in

Canada and the World. It is argued that by assigning economic values, in the fo¡m of

tourism/¡ecreation expenditures (direct and indirect), that an economic argument can be

made for the protection of wildlife species and their habitat. Such considerations directly

apply to future uses and management options for snakes in Manitoba.

3,5 Recreation and Conservation of Wildlife:

Ou¡ sound understanding of demand for wildlife-related recreational activities can

be improved by taking into account important differences between groups or segments of

wildlife users. Wildlife participants include consumptive participants, such as

hunters, and non-consumptive panicipants. The latter category includes those who take

primary non-consumptive trips, especially to photograph or study wildlife, those who

enjoy incidental wildlife encounters during trips or outings taken for another purpose, those

who take part in residentia-l wildlife activities such as feeding and observing wildlife around

thei¡ home and those who take part in indirect wildlife activities such as reading and
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watching f ms on wildlife or purchasing related arts and c¡afts (Filion, Parker, and

DuWors,1988).

3.5.1 The Narcisse Snake Dens:

Èesently, the¡e exists a rudimentary, yet popular, intemationally known tourist

industry for the red-sided garter snake in Manitoba, and it is an area that warrants fu¡ther

research. There have been some observed negâtive impacts on snake populations and their

habitat resulting from the viewing operation at Narcisse. Vegeøtion around the dens,

which may serve an important ecological purpose, allows the snakes to avoid predators. It

also helps in regulating micro-climate a¡ound the den acting as part of a thermal sink during

spring emergence. Recent increases in viewer numbers have resulted in some observed

den degradation, due to trampling of vegetation around the dens by visitors. Other impacts

on the snakes by visitors include stress on the animals as a result of viewers handling

snakes in a¡rd a¡ound the den. The handling of snakes can be stressful and could reduce

reproductive success among females. The increase in road kills due to the added traff,rc

travelling to the viewing area is also of concem to resource managers. Snakes have been

observed crossing roads but more importantly it has been observed that they are using

¡oads as basking areas. It is now thought that deaths by road kill may be a significant

factor in the mortality of snakes at Narcisse. Another significant concem resulting from

people viewing the Na¡cisse dens is the erosion of soil a¡ound den sites. Trampling in

some a¡eas of the den sites has resulted in complete elimination of vegetation rendering the

top soil accessible to va¡ious erosion forces. Some of the soil that erodes a¡ound the dens

is subject to filling in the crevices and holes that the snakes use to find access below the

frost line. Over the long term unmanaged erosion of soil may result in the complete

blockage of access to these dens.
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3.6 Economic Values of Wildlife:

Economists are examining the complexities of wildlife policy issues and valuation

problems in an economic framework. Cocheba (1987), states that there is universal

agreement that knowledge of wildlife biology and ecology is necessary for making good 
)

wildlife management decisions. Information about the benefits and costs associated with

alternative cou¡ses of action is essential for making defensible wildlife management

decisions and apply direcdy to snake management in Manitoba

In the past, diff,rculty has a¡isen in attempting to assign economic values to wildlife

related management decisions because of the nature of the resou¡ce. The production and

consumption of wildlife take place outside organized markets (Davis and Lim, 1987).

Most applications of economics to the problems of wildlife valuation have not made use of

ma¡ket values directly observed. However, economists have, over the last twenty years,

begun to develop a conceptual frarnework for the valuation of wildlife. A synthesis of

some of the more popular vaìuation tools used by economists in the wildlife management

arena is desc¡ibed below.

There a¡e a number of authors who deal with the total valuation framework l

(Bishop, 1987; Cocheba , 1987; Randall, l987;Steinhoff et al, 1987; ). Such a framework i

is an attempt to cover, within a unified theoretica-l structure, the full range ofpossible

values that any particula¡ wildlife asset might generate (Bishop, 1987). If such values a¡e

known, a¡ economic value can be placed on the wildlife resource in question and

consequently a compensation test can be ca¡ried out assisting management or policy makers 
l

in a decision.

The total values that a wildlife asset might generate can be divided into use va-lues

and non-use values. Use values are generated when management decisions affect the

enjoyment people get from curent use of the wildlife æset. The most familiar use values-
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consumptive use values- are generated by hunting, fishing and fapping. Another use value

is nonconsumptive use, which can be direct or indirect @ishop, 1987). Cocheba (1987),

ffgues that the terminology of consumptive and nonconsumptive uses is not appropriate in

an economic framework and should be avoided. He classes uses other than hunting,

fishing and trapping as non-hunting activities. These uses of wildlife include outings, the

primary purpose of which is to study, to observe, and or to photograph wildiife. These

activities a¡e classified as wildlife-based activities. Another use for wildlife can be

classified as wildlife-related activities, such as camping , canoeing, picnicking, and driving

for pleasure. In such cases wildlife is not the central focus of the activity.

Non-use values are generated when management decisions affect possibilities fo¡

future use or impinge on people's altruistic concerns (Bishop, 1987). Randall (1978),

describes non-use values as future use values and deñnes them as the value expected to be

generated in the future by use of a wildlife resource. He argues that the distinction between

use (current) a¡d non-use (future) values is not conceptually imponant but has implications

for measurement. Fuhre use must be projected, which can be subject to chalge in

unexpected ways. The uncertainty of future use leads to two kinds of option values

(Randall, 1987). Ordinary (option) values and Quasi option values. However, Randall's

definition of option value is not easily understood. Cocheba ( 1987), gives a much better

definition of option values. According to Cocheba (1987), option value is nota use value

but an additional source of benefits related to future time peúods. More specifically, when

futu¡e availability of wildlife is in doubt and/or future demand for use of a wildlife species

is u¡certain, option va-lue is likely to be positive. Option vaÌue can be viewed as a risk-

aversion premium individuals are willing to pay for retaining an option for futu¡e use of a

species. In other words, option values can be thought of as the willingness to pay a kind

of insurance premium to retain the opporn:nity of future use.
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Quasi-option values are described as the values of wildlife as genetic material for

future research or as a future source for useful chemical compounds. More clearly, this is

the value of presewing options, given the expectation for growth in knowledge

(Cocheba,1987). Randall (1987), illustates what is meant by Quasi-option value as the

following: "if development is irreversible ( for example, presewation in period 1 allows

the choice of preservation or development in period 2, but development in period 1

precludes development in pe¡iod 2) and one expects new information about the value of

preservation to emerge after period I but before the second-period decision must be made,

a quasi-option is positive. It is essentialiy the value of the emerging information

conditioned on having made the first-period choice (preservation, in this case) that

maximizes the second-period array of altematives" (Randall, 1987).

Another value that needs to be add¡essed in a total economic framework for wildlife

valuation is what hæ been termed the existence value. An existence value is derived from

the knowledge that the environment¿l resource confinues to exist. Individuals with an

understanding and appreciation for natural systems and the important role that divenity

plays in those systems may derive utility from the mere knowledge that those systems exist

intact. "The disappearance of a natural envi¡onment or the extinction of an individual

species may, therefore, cause disutility for an individual who has neve¡ been observed

'using' those natural resources. This utility f¡om existence, or disutility from extinction or

disappearance, provides the source of existence value" (Randall, 1987).

The idea of bequest value is somewhat related to existence va.lue. Bequest value

ca¡ be defined as the willingness to pay for ensuring that future generations will have the

opportunity to benefit from the existence of a species. As this definition implies, bequest

value can be considered an intergenerational option value (Bishop, 1987). The difference

between bequest and existence values ar that bequest values involve the value of providing
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for future generations, whe¡eas existence values arise merely from the individual krowing

that the animals exist (Steinhoff et al, 1987).

3.7 Summary of the Literature

There is a need to study the biological requirements of snakes. Reproduction,

habitat requirements, feeding requi¡ements, and environmental requirements must be

considered when determining appropriate management strategies regarding red-sided ganer

snake conservation in Ma¡itoba. Many of the tlueats to snakes a¡e human induced and

therefore any management strategy must add¡ess the relationship of humans. Furthe¡mo¡e,

snake managers must provide techniques that are compatible with both the use of the

snakes by humans and the individual needs of the snakes themselves. In the case of the

red-sided garter snake such issues must be add¡essed in o¡der to ensure a successful

management plan.
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CHAPTER 4:

Recreational Viewing and Tourism:

The results of suweys a¡d financial estimations for recreational viewing will be

described in this chapter. The importance of ¡ecreational viewing in terms of social

attitudes, frnancial contribution and minimal biological impact will be discussed.

Improvements to present management techniques and the rational to continue to support

such uses of snakes will be discussed.

4.I Survey of Recreational Viewers:

The purpose of this suwey was to obtain; A) basic information on why people

came to view the snakes at Narcisse; B) information regarding basic expenditures by

people viewing snakes and; C) anitudes towa¡d red-sided ganer snake management in

Manitoba. Direct interviewing was carried out on a random basis with people as they

passed by the interviewer. Survey results were obtained from 112 individuals visiting the

Narcisse Snake Dens over a wo day period in May, 1990. More general information

obtained in the survey can be found in Appendix 4.

Figure 6 represents responses to the question of whether respondents had spent any

money as a ¡esult of coming to view the snakes at Narcisse. Fifty-nine of 1 12 individuals

indicated they had spent money to come and view snakes, while 48 indicated that they had

not spent any money. Five did not answer the question. The 59 who said they had spent

money as a ¡esult of viewing the snakes we¡e asked to describe how money was spent.

Forty-eight of the 59 stated that they spent money on transportation, 10 indicated snack

food as an expenditure, I did not answer (Fig. 7).
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Figure 6: Response of surveyed individùals regarding money spent on viewing the
Snakes (n=112).
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Figure 7: Response of those individuals indicating an expenditure and what they spent
money on to view the Snakes(n=l l2).
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Figure 8 portrays the amounts of money spent by surveyed individuals to view the

snakes at Narcisse. Forty-five of the 59 individuals indicated that they had spent between

$0-$20, 11 had spent $20-$50, 1 stated that they had spent over $100, and 2 individuals

suweyed did not answer the question. All of the I 12 were asked how much they would

consider spending to view the snakes afte¡ being to Narcisse @ig. 8). Eighty-two said that

they would be willing to spend $0-$20, 13 stated that they would be wiliing to spend $20-

$50, and 2 would be willing to spend $50-$100. Fifteen out of the 112 individuals

surveyed did not answer the question.(Fig 9)

Individual attitudes toward snake management issues were solicited using a 5-point

likert scale. Results are represented in figures 10 to 13. Respondents were asked to

indicate how strongly they felt about a statement,( 5 ) meant that they agreed strongly with

the statement,( 3 )meant they were neutral and 1 meant that they strongly disagreed with the

statement). There was also a no opinion option given for each of the statements.

In figure 10 individuals surveyed were asked to indicate how they felt about the

ståtement ttrat 'it is important to protect the red-sided garter snake and their denning areas in

Manitoba'. Ninety-one out of the 1 12 individuals surveyed strongly agreed with this

statement.
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Figure 8: The value stated by respondents on the expenditure made to View Snakes
(n=112).
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Figure 9: The value of expenditure that all respondents would be willing to pay to view
the snakes at Narcisse (n=i 12).
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Figure 10: Response of individuals surveyed ¡egarding the question "it is important to
protect the red-sided garter snake and its denning areas in Manitoba "(n=112).
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Figure 11: Response of individuals surveyed regarding the statement that " people
should be able to derive income from the collection of the snakes in Manitoba (n=112).
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Twelve individuals moderately agreed and 4 were neutral with the statement. No

suweyed individuals disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (Fig i0).

Figure 1i illustrates the feelings surveyed individuals expressed about the statemenr

that 'people should be able to derive income from the collection and sale of snakes to the

pet trade'. Five of 112 strongly agreed with the statement,3 moderately agreed,il

individuals were neutral, and i6 moderately disagreed. Sixty-nine out of 112 respondents

strongly disagreed with the statement, while 6 had no opinion.

Individuals were asked to indicate how they felt about the statement that' it is

important to educate people about the red-sided garter snake in Manitoba '(Fig 12). Fifty-

eight individuals strongly agreed, 33 moderately agreed,72 were neutral, and 3

individuals moderately disagreed with the statement. Four respondents had no opinion

Figure 13 represents the responses of the 112 people surveyed to the statement that:

'it is important to do scientific resea¡ch on the red-sided garter snake in Manitoba'. Thirty-

four strongly agreed, 33 of 112 moderately agreed, 31 individuals were neutral, while 2

moderately disagreed and 4 strongly disagreed. Six individuals had no opinion(Fig. i3).
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Figure 12: Response of individuals suweyed regarding how they felt about the
statement that " it is important to educate people about the red-sided garter snake in
Manitoba " (n=112).
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Figure 13: Response of individuals surveyed regarding the statement that " it is
important to do scientific resea¡ch on the ¡ed-sided garter snake" (n=112).
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Figure 14: Response of individuals surveyed regarding the statement that " tourism
should continue at the Narcisse Dens" (n=112).
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Figure 15: Response of individuals surveyed regarding the statement that "admission to
see the snakes should be charged" (n=1 12).
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The statement that 'tou¡ism at Narcisse should be allowed to continue ' was asked

of survey respondents @ig 13). Sixty-seven of 112 individuals strongly agreed with the

statement, 27 moderately agreed, and 10 were neutral. One respondent moderateiy

disageed and 1 strongly disagreed. Fou¡ individuals had no opinion

People were also asked how they felt about the statement that: admission should be

charged to see the snakes. Eight of 112 individuals strongly agreed,4 moderately agreed,

and 33 individuals were neutral. Fifteen i¡dividuals moderately disagreed with the

statement and 39 stongly disagreed. Seven individuals had no opinion a¡d 6 did not

answer the question (Fig. 1a).

4.2 Survey of Long Time Local Residents:

l-ong time residents of the lnwood, Na¡cisse and Sandridge a¡eas of the Interlake

were personally interviewed. The purpose of the survey was to determine attitudes toward

the economic imponance of recreational viewing in the area. A representative sample of

local ¡esidents with interest in the snakes was developed. Local business people, private

landowners with dens on their land, political representatives of the area and locally

concemed individuals were intewiewed. Following is a summary their attirudes towa¡d the

rec¡eational snake viewing industry:

Some of the general comments toward the importance of the Narcisse pits as a

drawing card for economic activity we¡e A) most local residents do not ca¡e for the snakes

in any capacity.Snakes are conside¡ed to be more of an annoyance than as an economic

opportunity. B) public visitation to Na¡cisse injects a great deai of economic activity into

the local economy. A new restaurant in Inwood opened last year with the major purpose of

capturing economic opportunities from tourists going to view the snakes. Three local

business operators stated that the snake dens had a strong impact on their business

revenues and two others stated that the snake dens had a moderate impact. Another store

owner stated that the snakes could impact on his business significantly but did not because

the store was closed on Sundays, a busy day for snake viewing. C) regional disparities
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of a rural farming area accentuates the importance of the snake pits to the economies of

local communities. Several entrepreneurial residents can generate significant proportions of

annual revenues over short periods of time. D) harvesting of snakes for sale as pes

should not be allowed unless local populations increase a¡d snakes can be harvested

susøinably. E) recreational snake viewing and the tourism aspect of the snakes is a much

better way of using the snake resource. One respondent irdicated that if a hawest could be

ca¡ried out in a sustainable fashion then it should be allowed because it would enhance the

awareness of snakes outside the a¡ea, and could therefore potentially result in greater

public visitation to the Narcisse pits.

An interesting comment had to do with possible improvement to managing the

snakes pits at Narcisse. This individual indicated that a possible way to minimize deaths at

the pits would be to ferrilize the grass areas around the den sites as to create a vegetational

buffe¡ for the snakes. This buffer would help in giving snakes protection from predators

as well as from over¿ealous recreational viewers.

4.3 Financial Analysis of Recreational Yiewing:

Data obtained from DNR records were used to calculate the provincial costs to

operate and maintain the Na¡cisse site (Table 1). Data from the 1990 tourism survey was

used to calculate the economic benefìts generated by the Narcisse snake pits Clable 2). The

approximate revenue generated by the snake viewing facility to Manitoba was calculated

using willingness to pay information obtained from questionnaire ¡esponses (Appendix,l).
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Table 1: Costs associated with maintaining and operating the Narcisse
snake viewing facility for the 1991 season.

Spring

Fall 1991 Expenditures

Seasonal Suff
Vehicle Mileage
Expenses

1991 Expenditures:

Seasonal Staff $5,063-.78
Vehicle Mileage $ 886.23
Exnenses
Maintenance

nses $ 210.98
& Construction

Materials $ 124.98
Cleaning Supplies $ 5.13
Photo Station Film $ 29.08
Traffic Counter Batteries----------------$ 13.88

Subtotal S6334.06

$ 875.84
$ 448.50
$ 171.81

$ 1496.16Subtotal

s't830.22

"g)'
The costs fo¡ the Province of Manitoba to operate the snake viewing facility at

Na¡cisse Manitoba for the 1991 season was estimated at $ 6,334.06 during spring viewing

season ând$1,496.16 during the fall viewing season, totalling$1 ,830.22. The bulkof the

expenditure was used to provide seasonal staff intelpreters ($5,939.62). The 1991 spring

season ma¡ked the fust time that di¡ect economic revenue was obtained f¡om the viewing of

snakes at Na¡cisse Manitoba. An experimental Mobile food concession was allowed to

operate in the southeast comer of the snake den parking lot for 6 days. No direct

information on the revenue generated from the operation of the food concession has been

obtained to this point. It was estimated that the operator generated a gross revenue of

$10,000 to $ 20,000 for six days of operation (Robens, Pers Comm.i992).
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The indi¡ect economic benefits generated from úe Narcisse pits a¡e illustrated in

table 2. In i990,it was estimated that people would be willing to pay a toøl of

approximately $21 1,000 to come and view the snakes. Most respondents stated that ttrese

willingness to pay expenditures would be for transportation and snack food costs. Suwey

respondents were also polled on whether they actually did spend money to come and view

the snakes at Narcisse. Estimated revenue generated was determined from survey

respondents and extrapolated for the total tourist population of 1990. Approximately

$140,000 was spent in 1990 to come and view the snakes at the Narcisse pits based on

survey data. This figure represents the estimated wç value of recreational viewers during

mid-trip. Values we¡e not determined with respect to wç to retum from viewing the

snakes. Therefore, maximum wtp was used to determine the financial importance of the

snake dens to ¡ecreational viewers. The estimated mean and minimum wç values based on

mid-trip responses of surveyed individuals was $120,755 a¡d $30,090 respectively.

Table 2: Estimated willingness to pay (WTP) values and estimated ¡evenue generated by
survey respondents at Narcisse dens 1990.

Yeår Tou¡ Visits Total Visits General Public ESTIMATED WTP
\/^l I ttc :È

ESTIMATED
ÞE\/ENIT lEq A

1987

1988

1989

1990
1991

1090

1912

889

2214
1978

5590

77 12

7289

9494
12500

4500

5800

6400

7 280
10522

9124,277.68

s171,454.29

$ 162,050.09

$211,07r.96
$277,90r.79

öðz,J)z.bö
s 113,614.29

$ 107,382.59

$139,866.96
$ 184,151.79

Average lótó.6 8517 6900.4 $ 189,351.l6 $125,473.66

Totâl 60E3 42585 34502 $946,755.80 $627,368.30

* \vTP VALUES WERE CALCULATED USINC SURVEY DATA FROM 1990 
¡

^ ESTIMATED REVENUES CALCULATED FROM I99O SURVEY DATA (VALUES IN 1990 DOLLARS). ]

NOTE: FOR "V/TP" CAICULATIONS MAXIMUM VALIIES WERE CALCULATED
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4,4 Discussion:

Resuits illustrate that snakes in Manitoba should not be ha¡vested under the pre-

moratorium management system and that the DNR should concentrate their efforts and

resources on the management of ¡ec¡eational viewing. The tou¡ism a¡d ¡ec¡eational

viewing that occurs was determined to be a more socially accepøble use than was the

comme¡cial ha¡vest. The potential for negative biological impacts was dete¡mined to be

less likely and easier to mitigate for recreational viewing when compared with potential

commercial hawesting impacts. A substantial amount of annual revenue is generated from

viewing snakes in the Interlake region. This revenue is generated and remains in

Manitoba, whereas past commercial ha¡vest revenue was lost to foreign interests.

Recreational viewing contributes more di¡ect economic benef,rt to Manitobans, and therefore

is more economically important and socially desirable than was the commercial ha¡vest. A

numbe¡ ofissues related to the Na¡cisse site and other recreational viewing management

options were raised during this study. More discussion is required to illustrate why

recreational viewing is an acceptable use for snakes. The rationale behind the continuation

and improvement of recreational viewing will be discussed,

4,4,1 Social Considerations:

The snake dens were regarded as a valuable resou¡ce because they; A) are a natural

phenomena unique to Manitoba; B) contribute to local economies'; and C) have great

educational and scientific value. The majority suwey respondents we¡e awa¡e of the value

associated with the snake pits. Recreational viewers, scientific ¡esearchers, local residents,

and DNR staff all indicated that it was very important to protect the snakes at Na¡cisse

(Fig.9). Although reasons for protecting the dens were not recorded the responses dealt

with the unique biological characteristics of the snakes being something that should be

preserved for others to see.
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Over 80Vo of the people suweyed either strongly or moderately agreed that it was

imporant to educate people about snakes and ttre denning populations in Manitoba. The

importance of educating the general public about snakes can not be ove¡ emphasized

Malicious killing was indicated as one of the ¡easons for declines in snake populations

world wide, although no such data exists for the red-sided garter snake in Manitoba.

However, instances of whole dens being wiped out have been reported. By allowing

people a hands-on experience and educating them about the snakes unique characteristics

and contributions, awareness for the red-sided garter snake is developed. Many of the

people suweyed felt stongly about access to the Narcisse den sites being continued and

developed further in the future. The DNR should continue to develop and promote the

educational aspect of red-sided garter snake and the relationship ¡hat snakes play in the

conservation of natural ecosystems.

Recreational viewing was regarded as a more socially acceptable use for the snakes

by survey respondents then was commercial harvesting. For example, local residents

commented that they would much rather see recreational viewing of the snakes then

commercial harvesting as the main use in the area. Recreational viewing affects far more

people not only from a biological or economical standpoint but also from a social

standpoint with regard to recreational activity and enjoyment for many families, as well as

an educational tool. The ideal location of the Narcisse snake pits makes them available to a

substantial proponion of the Province's popularion. The viewing of snakes at Na¡cisse

also occurs at a time of year when few other outdoor recreational activities a¡e avaiÌable or

desi¡able. Survey respondents perceive recreational viewing as a benign use that would not

significantly interfere with the continued protection of snake populadons. On the other

hand, hawesting is perceived to be destructive to snake populations. The positive response

by individuals with respect to protecting snakes is fundamental to the final

recommendations of this srudy. The responses of individuals was an important
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consideration when determining appropriate uses and ma¡agement techniques for red-sided

garter snakes.

4,4.2 Biological Considerations:

If the biological impacts of recreational viewing are not managed, there is the

possibility of denning populations being lowered and of the viewing quality of the Na¡cisse

dens being lowered. Negative impacts of ¡ecreational viewing would include a loss of 1) a

unique wildlife phenomena, and 2) large amounts of money and effort that has already

been invested in Na¡cisse in terms of infrastructure. The maintenance and long-term

operation of the Narcisse snake populations should be considered as an important factor in

the improved and continued management of recreational viewing at the Narcisse site. If

snake populations decline, then viewing quality may decline to a point where by it is no

longer an attractive option for many recreationists to come and visit. Declining snake

populations at Narcisse would also have a substantial impact on local businesses and the

regional economy. It is vital that the welfa¡e of the snakes over-rule any recreational or

economic activities at the Narcisse dens

Another concem is that improved management techniques may lower the viewing

quality. An estimated average of 8,517 people have visited Na¡cisse since 1987 on an

annual basis, o¡ a total of 42,585 people (Tab 2). The current trend suggests that viewing

is increasing. As viewing increases the concem over negative impacts on the denning

populations increases. Conflict arises from the fact that unmanaged viewing or viewing

under the present management system may result in the same outcome in viewing quality as

a more controlled viewing site would. Viewing quality may be lowered under a more

managed scena¡io. Historically, there has been very little recreational viewer management

at Narcisse. Viewers were free to come and go as they pleased, and even when

accompanied by an Interpreter no ¡estrictions we¡e made on the number of people viewing

a particular den. Visitor number ¡estrictions would be one management technique that
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could be employed to protect and maintain large numbers of snakes at Narcisse. Howeve¡

this would restrict the freedom of viewers and may increase the time required to view the

snakes reducing viewing quality. More resea¡ch on this issue is needed to determine a¡

adequate mixtu¡e of viewing quality and snake protection.

Passive viewing management techniques should be employed that do not

perceptually lower the quality of viewing. Grassing a swath a¡ound the dens except for the

plaform a¡ea would allow the snakes a transition zone from viewers and would also have

the added benefit of protection from predators. This management technique would be

relatively inexpensive and cost effective. G¡assed a¡eas would have to be fenced except at

the platform positions so as to maintain the quality of protection that would otherwise be

lost from viewers trampling on the gass. Viewers would still have a high degree of

viewing quality provided from the plaform viewing area.

Another management concem associated with recreational viewing and tourism at

Narcisse is an increase in road kill related to increased viewing. Road kill has been

considered to be a major cause of mortality for the snakes at Narcisse. Migration routes to

summer feeding areas run across Highway #17, the road which tourists travel on to come

to the Narcisse pits. The conflict is that tou¡ists contribute to a significant percentage of the

Na¡cisse snake mortality. As viewing increases there is the possibility that road kill may

also increase and the viewing quality decrease. An important observation here is that most

people who come to view the snakes come in the spring (Table 2). The effect on the snake

population may be even greater since mating occurs during the spring. Road kill could be

effectively destroying snakes that have mated thus compounding the negative impacts on

natural populations. The impact that road kill is having on the Na¡cisse snakes must be

add¡essed immediately and mitigative measures taken. Some suggestions include gravel

basking areas being placed adjacent to highway #17, and at the end of the snake tunnels,

that diveû the snakes into culverts under the road. This would help to deter snakes from

using the road and reduce the potentia-l road kill during migration.
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The potential biological impacts from tourism and recreational viewing activities are

relatively more easier to mitigate compared to the impacts of past commercial hawesting

techniques. Nonetheless, further research on the impacts viewing has on snakes is needed

to ensure the long-term sustainability of the Narcisse pits More information on the impacts

of viewing should be i¡itiated in o¡de¡ to ensu¡e the long-term survival of the snakes at

Na¡cisse.

4.4.3 Financial Considerations:

Information was obtained on why people come to view snakes at Narcisse, basic

expenditures by people viewing snakes, the financial importance to local busi¡ess was

obtained, and attitudes towa¡d future recreational management and commercial harvesting

lnformation illustrates the importânce of Na¡cisse in terms of economic opporninities for

local residents. Willingness to pay (wtp) a¡d estimated expenditures of viewers were

solicited. Indkect purchases related to viewing the snakes has conu-ibuted to roughly

$ 125,000 annually since 1987 (Tab 2). WTP values indicate that approximately 85Vo by

people surveyed would pay $20 or mo¡e to view snakes (Fig 9).

l,ocal residents perceived the Narcisse dens as important to the local economy and

importânt to local businesses. A number of individuals have taken advantage of the

economic oppomrnities that exist from viewing. A new restaurant opened in 1991

specif,rcally to capture economic opporn:nities from a¡r increasing number of travellers

going to view snakes, Such economic activities ca¡ provide revenues to local economies

without the destroying the snakes or their denning areas.

The potential economic loss to local area ¡esidents f¡om not being able to derive

economic benefits from the commercial harvest of snakes was a concem expressed by

interview respondents. Howeve¡, it can be argued that hawesting snakes could have

negative impacts on viewing quaJity associated with recreation and tourism through

potential reduction of denning populations. It is argued that hawesting snakes using past
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techniques reduces natual populations which would in tum reduce the potential economic

opportunities derived from recreation and tou¡ism activities. There was no way to

determine whethe¡ o¡ not harvesting had signihcant impacts on viewer quality

Info¡mation obtained illustrated that Narcisse is an important educational faciJity for

Manitoba's Schools. Approximately 20Vo of total den viewing consists of school groups.

These tours constitute another important source of revenues. Most revenue is eamed by

torrr groups from Winnipeg based comparies. The cost for a lVinnipeg based tour would

average $25 per person ( Based on the Museum of Man and Nature's annual rate,

Winnipeg, 1991). Tours constitute a¡ area where economic opportunity exists, not only

for Narcisse, but for other possible recreational viewing sites.

One concem with respect to tour groups and the improved management of

recreational viewing at Narcisse deals with the lack of structure and over-crowding

associated with snake viewing . The number of school groups that have come during the

spring to view the snake dens at Narcisse has increased each year since 1987. It was also

determined that many of the torrr groups visiting the Narcisse dens in 1991 did not register

with regional staff. This resulted in over-crowding of the viewing facility on certain days.

Such over-c¡owding has negative impacts on the den sites and the snakes. Although

education is important and accounts for a significant proponion of visitors annually, tour

groups should be required to contact DNR staff to arrange a date to view the snakes and the

dens.

4,5 Conclusions:

There exists a large potential to develop recreation and tou¡ism ventures based on

the snakes as a unique biological phenomenon. In the long term, such ventu¡es make more

sense with respect to the present day sustainable development policies. As such, the DNR

should encourage individuals and groups to develop projects related to uses of red-sided

garter snakes which a¡e non-consumptive and biologically sustainable. This is not to say
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that a commercial ha¡vest of snakes should not be re-established but that perhaps the

benefits both economically and socially could be realized at a far greater potential through

recreational and tourism ventures. This study documents the social and economic

importance of recreational and tourism ventures to small regional communities with limited

resources for economic development. The continued suppon and promotion of the

Na¡cisse dens and other a¡eas with potential for similarly based ventures should be a

dominant theme in futue management for the snakes fo¡ the DNR.

Although there were no direct economic gains from the Narcisse site, revenue was

generated indirectly. More focus is needed in developing ventures that generate direct local

economic benefits from red-sided garter snakes, as well as better figures on WTP values

fo¡ ¡ecreational viewing. The DNR should encou¡age local entrepreneurs who want to

enter in to rec¡eational ventures dealing with red-sided garter snakes. It is also suggested

that strict rules regarding such ventures be developed by the DNR. Such rules should help

to minimize any negative impacts on denning a¡eas or the snakes caused by new ventues.

Any new venfure should be on an experimental trial basis initially, until impacts can be

identified and mitigative measures developed. It is recommended that such ventu¡es be

encouraged in a¡eas where an interest is indicated. However, it is also suggested that some

denning populations should be protected from exploiution due to the relative stress that

contact with humans may have on the snakes.

The most appropriate management strategy for the DNR to pursue with respect to

uses of Manitoba snakes should not include a commercial ha¡vest. Instead, the DNR

should promote the improvement and development of tourism and recreation viewing. The

DNR should also initiate and encourage funher resea¡ch on the ecology and life history

parameters of¡ed-sided garter snakes. Research and monitoring of tourism and harvesting

impacts on snake ecology and life history should also be initiated as soon as possible,

The following actions are suggested a¡eas that the DNR should address to develop

an appropriate management strategy for the snakes:
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1. The continued support and promotion of the Narcisse dens should be a
dominant future theme in snake mânagement. The promotion and
development of new recreational ventures bâsed on the viewing of snakes
in Manitoba should also be carried out (Appendix 5).

2. The DNR should continue to develop and improve the Narcisse snake
den viewing area to better accommodate the large number of annual vie¡vers
in a manner that minimizes the negative biological impacts on the snakes
and their denning areas.

3. The DNR should continue to develop and promote the educational
âspects of red-sided gârter snâkes and the relationship of snakes in
conservation.

4, Research on the viewing câpacity that the Narcisse site can support with
minimal negative impacts on the red-sided garter snakes should be carried
out. Such research should address the possibility of supervised tours as
well as alternating viewing at dens on a rotational basis so that one den is
always free of viewers on a particular day.

5, Mitigative measures should be employed to minimize the impacts caused
viewing activity. Such measures might include thermal basking gravel beds
adjaceñt to Highway #17 to deflect snakes from becoming subject to road
kill, and creating a large fenced grass buffer zone around the Narcisse den
sites to reduce soil eros¡on and human disturbance.

6. The initiation of research to determine alternative sites for additionâl
viewing should also be determined.
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CHAPTER 5

Commercial Harvesting

Chapter 5 will illustrate ¡esults of the comparison criteria and survey information

for altemative commercial harvest management strategies. The choice of not to ha¡vest

snakes under present conditions will be discussed and the rational behind this choice

explained. Information regarding possible management sEategies that could be employed

in the event of a renewed hawest will also be discussed. The main issue of not being able

to monitor the negative biological impacts from hawesting will be highlighted and explored

in some detail. Suggestions on further resea¡ch will be ¡ecommended.

5,1 Market Assessment:

General Information on the world ma¡ket for red-sided garter snakes was obtained

through consultation with knowledgeable individuals, snake dealers, biological supply

house representatives , pet store operators, and biological supply house annual catalogues.

Individuals were asked to conìment on supply and demand for snakes in relation to changes

in market prices. Information was obtained on wholesale and retail prices for red-sided

garter snakes from Manitoba from annual catalogues and local pet store representatives. It

was determined that the wholesale price for snakes was approximately 507o that of the retail

price observed in North American pet stores or approximately $10.00 to $15.00. Retail

prices were estimated at approximately $20.00 to $30.00 in North America. The retail

prices in Europe were considered to be higher and one price for Manitoba snakes in Japan

was quoted at $200.00, although this was not confirmed.

5.1.2 Dealer Telephone Interviews and Mail-out Questionnaire:

A search of biological supplies catalogues determined four biological supply houses

bought and sold Ma¡itoba snakes before the i989 Moratorium. The purpose of dtis survey

was to obtain general information on the market for snakes from Manitoba. The following

informal telephone interview and a formal mail-out questionnaire (Appendix 3) results
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were obtained from fou¡ North American biological supply house dealers who buy and sell

Ma¡itoba snakes:

All four dealers were contacted by telephone and asked to comment on the closure

of the hawest season. They were also asked to coûìment on the impact that the season

closure in Manitoba in 1989 has had on the garter snake ma¡ket in North America and the

world. Finally the dealers were asked to provide suggestions regarding management

scenarios for snake ha¡vesting in Manitoba. Following is a summary of each of the four

dealers comments during the informal telephone interviews:

DEALER#1:

Deale¡ #1 stated that, prior to the 1989 moratorium, he dealt mainly with the

educational ma¡ket for red-sided garter snakes in the form of preserved specimens.

Preserved specimens were sent to schools for use in biology classes as dissection

assignments. He stated that he would very much like to obtain snakes from Manitoba again

and he had sent a letter to the Manitoba Wildlife Branch with the purpose of obtaining a

special permit to collect a specified number of snakes. He would pay the pickers to collect

a large number of snakes lhat would sustain his customer demand for one or two years,

Dealer# I said that conrary to most people's opinion there is relatively little mortality in

holding the snakes for long durations of time, perhaps 1 in 100. The deale¡ was willing to

pay the pickers a salary for collecting snakes instead of the traditional market system

before the 1989 moratorium.

Dealer #1 could sell approximately 1,000 to 2,000 Manitoba red-sided garter snakes

each year. He said that the snakes that he buys are srictly for educationaì uses and that the

educational uses for ¡ed-sided garter snakes in his opinion accounts for approximately 107o

of the total ma¡ket. Deale¡ #1 also søted that he sells only 100 -200 live snakes per year to

certain scientific resea¡chers. He stated that the ma¡ket for snakes for research purposes is

relatively small compared to educational uses or the pe¡ Eade. Since 1989 he had obtained

snakes from local sources in the United States and that the local dens and snakes were not
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nearly as good in quality ( Size, Physical Condition and Number available) compared to

snakes from Manitoba.

DEALER#2:

Deale¡ #2 was very enthusiastic and interested in the future of the snake market.

She said that her business deals with five scientific resea¡chers at the most, and does not

deal in the sale of snakes for educational uses or for pets. Dealer #2 stated that her supply

house has supplied live snakes to these scientific researchers for about 10 years. The total

dema¡d for snakes is approximately 1,000 per year but she has not been able to meet this

demand since the 1989 Moratorium. She stated that the cost of the snakes has soa¡ed

perhaps doubled or even ripled because they have to be individually collected in the United

States. They deal strictly as suppliers to researchers but do sell snakes to pet dealers as an

outlet for the surplus snakes.

Dealer #2's understanding was that the snake issue was a very political one and

perhaps volatile. She used to be in the snake pet trade about 15 years ago but not any

more. Her customers have been left "high and dry" with regard to obtaining red-sided

garter snakes from Manitoba and that they are quite disappointed,

DEALER#3:

Deale¡ #3 deals mainly in selling red-sided garter snakes to pet stores but he does

deal with scientific researchers as well. He stated that he was disappointed with the

harvest moratorium and mentioned that the morato¡ium had affected about 30 researchers.

Dealer # 3 said that the pet trade must be allowed to continue if the ha¡vest of

snakes in Manitoba is to be allowed because collectors don't get much money for the

snakes. He was of the opinion that the¡e was no ecologicaþiological concem about the

snakes, but, that the concem was social in respect to Native pickers ard the generation of

income. He stated that this study should address what levels of harvest could be sustained

with snake populations being unharmed, the study should add¡ess the economics of the
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native bands and the constitutional question of allowing people to pick snakes on their own

land, which would arise in the United States. He stated that the study should ask the

question of whether the pet trade deserves to be supponed. He thinks yes if an industry is

going to be sustained.

DEALERii4:

Dealer #4 was not very co-operative in answering questions about supply and

demand of snakes from Manitoba. The dealer stated that he did not want to take the risk of

sharing information regarding the markets for snakes that he had established over a long

period of time. The dealer was concemed that such information would fall into the hands

of competitors and that as a result he would lose his competitive advantage. Deale¡ #4

stated that his major market for snakes from Manitoba was in the Pet trade and that he had

an extensive network of stores that sold snakes in the United States a¡d one store in

Europe.

The dealer's opinions on the possibility of a new harvest seâson for Manitoba

snakes was very strong. He stated that the closure of the season in 1989 had resulted in a

significant loss of income for his business and that snakes from Manitoba constituted the

major source of snakes for him. Dealer #4 thought that úe harvest of Manitoba snakes

should be allowed to continue in the futu¡e and that a specific management scheme should

be instiruted to ensure a sustainable ha¡vest.

Dealer #4 was of the opinion that the world ma¡ket for red-sided garter snakes

could sustain a demand of approximately 25,000-30,000 annually. He had been in contact

with a local Native Band regarding the possibility of obtaining 10,000 snakes from them.

He suggested that he could negotiate a contract with the band members to supply snakes to

him and that he would in rerum pay them a wage rate for the collection of the snakes. He

suggested that under such a contract the moratorium should remain closed and that his

company would be the only one that would be allowed to uke snakes from Manitoba.
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Dealer #4 four also stated that he would be receptive to dealing with the DNR with regard

to the implementation of size ¡estrictions on the snakes to be collected as a management

technique to maintain healthy populations in Manitoba. The dealer also expressed some

interest in the possibiÏty of Quota s as a ma¡agement technique for maintaining healthy

populations of snakes in Manitoba. He stated that he had thought of a way to obtain snakes

f¡om Manitoba during the Moratorium, but did not elaborate.

5.1,3 Formal Mail-out Questionnaire Results:

Two of fou¡ surveys were retumed. One dealer stated that he would not fill out the

survey due to concem over losing his market to other competitors if info¡mation in the

survey was available to the public. There has been no communication on the suwey from

the fourth dealer. Information obtained from the two retumed surveys is described below:

The fi¡st dealer received his supply of snakes from Manitoba from 1965 tkough

1988. He had received snakes from two local residents of the Interlake Region of

Manitoba. The dealer suted that he had received an average of 3,000 snakes annually for

the yea¡s of i971 through 1988. He sold all of these snakes during these years and the

majority were sold to High School Classrooms throughout the United States for dissection.

Approximately 27o to 37a were sold live to resea¡chers mostly in the United States. He

indicated that the major demand at present for presewed snakes for dissection was for high

school classrooms. The dealer concluded by stating that he would estimate that only 107o

of the snakes collected in Manitoba were ma¡keted to educational and resea¡ch ma¡kets and

that the majority of snakes we¡e sold to the pet trade.

The second dealer stated that he dealt mainly with European customers. He stated

that he had received Manitoba snakes but he did not receive his snakes directly from

Manitoba. Snakes were bought from another person who would purchase snakes directly

from Manitoba. The dealer had only purchased 400 to 800 snakes per year from 1986 until

the morato¡ium. He sold snakes in Great Britain, Germany, Switzerland and the U.S.
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According to the dealer, University resea¡ch accounted for approximately 100 snakes per

year. The dealer also srated that he did not lose snakes after receiving them from Manitoba.

Perhaps ten snakes died in holding, which may have lasted until after the New Yea¡.

He also noted that two of his University customers had recommended that the

collection of snakes be allowed for purposes of resea¡ch only. He stated that such

proposals a¡e selfish-and extremely dumb. He argued the following counter to such

proposals:

1) Ca¡ada, or Manitoba, can not control, either in law or in fact, how its animals wiü be

used once they enter the United States; and

2) Most imporunt for the resea¡cher is the fact that his use of Canadian Garters, the

numbers used, is fa¡ too small to allow a collection industry to suwive. He estimated that

U.S. ¡esearchers, and the¡e are relatively few of them, will use about 600 to 1000 garters

per ye from all sources. He stated these sources were almost exclusively Manitoban.

The money gained from the sale of snakes to researchers only would not be enough to

support a business solely based on snakes. Resea¡chers do not understand that a lívely

and generalized arLimal trade permits them to enter that trade for their relatively modest

needs. He strted that if trade was halted, ¡esea¡ch activities would halt as well.

5.1.4 Summary of Dealer Survey Results:

The following is a list of the most relevant points obtained through interviews with

snake dealers:

6) The annual world demand for red-sided garter snakes is estimated by dealers to be

between approximately 20,000 and 30,000 snakes. These snakes a¡e distributed

throughout the United States and Europe. Approximately 90 Vo of the snakes a¡e sold to

the pet trade nd l0 Vo for educational and scientific research;
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2) All dealers stated that the quality of snakes and the ease of collection of snakes in

Manitoba make them superior to snakes obtained f¡om other areas;

3) A market for the sale of snakes could not be supported unless snakes were sold as pets.

The demand for snakes as educational tools and in scientific resea¡ch is not large enough to

support a viable trade in snakes under current market prices;

4) Snake management techniques should be developed and implemented if a ha¡vest of

snakes is to be allowed in the future;

5) Research on sustainable levels of hawest should be conducted in the event that the

harvest moratorium is lifted;

6) Dealers are highly competitive and all a¡e concemed with one deaier obtaining a

competitive advantage. As a result, dealers a¡e cautious about diwlging information

dealing with market factors.

5,2 Potential Commercial Harvest Management Strategies:

Consultations with DNR staff, snake researchers, snake deaJers, interested local

area residents, and an examination of respective provincial documents and records was

ca¡ried out. The purpose of such cónsultations was to determine potential commercial

hawesting projects related to snakes in Manitoba. The following is a list of possible

management options for the commercial harvest of Manitoba snakes:

i) Continue Harvest Unde¡ Past Conditions:

The hawesting of snakes in Manitoba would be allowed to continue under past

management techniques. Anyone who purchases a picking license from the DNR can

collect snakes for the purpose of sale to snake buyers. The season lasts for two weeks

during the fall (September 1-15). Snake buyers would again buy snakes from pickers and
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seU the snakes to American dealers who required export permits to take the snakes out of

Canada. The harvest of snakes would take place under past management strategies with no

significant changes.

2) No Harvest of Snakes:

The moratorium would continue and pickers would not be allowed to ha¡vest

snakes in Manitoba.

3) Renew Ha¡vest Under Improved Ha¡vest Methods:

A numbe¡ of harvest methods were considered as possible improvements to past

hawesting methods. These methods would result in a more sustainable snake hawest by

discriminating for a more specific class or number of snakes. These methods were

determined no¡ to be mutually exclusive and could be used in combination if such a

decision was made.

Method A: Restrict Numbers Harvested per Den Site:

There would be a restriction on the maximum number of snakes collected per den

site. Snake collectors would be able to collect as many snakes as they wanted as long as

úey only collected a cenain number from a den site. This number could be a percentage of

tota-l snakes visible at the site or could be a set number determined to be sustainable

regardless of den condition or size.

Method B: Size Restrictions on Snakes Collected

The DNR could issue licenses for snake hawesting with the requirement that any

snakes collected would have to be a certain length. The size stipulated would be within a

range with a maximum and minimum length. Any snakes over the maximum or under the

minimum length requirements would not be acceptable for picking. Size limitation would

provide the most viable animals to pickers while protecting the large females from being
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taken. A length of 45 cm to 70 cm has been suggested as an appropriate size restriction on

the size of snakes harvested (Koonz, 1990).

Method C: Ouota Numbers Pe¡ Snake Collector

A collector or Native band council would acquire the annual harvest rights for a

predetermined number of snakes. World demand is cur¡ently estimated to be nea¡ 30,000

snakes. Quota s could be issued to pickers by the DNR. It is possible to add requirements

such as size restrictions and maximum number picked per den as pre-conditions to

obtaining a¡d retai¡ing a harvest quota. If the picker wants to leave the collecting industry

the DNR should have the right to buy back the quota. If the DNR defers the right ro either

by back the quota or cancel the quota, then the picker can seli it to any one person interested

in obtaining harvesting rights.

Method D: Trao Line ldea: Areâ C)uôtas

Snake pickers would be issued an annual license which would allow them to collecr

snakes in a certain a¡ea. The DNR could assign each collector a certai¡ a¡ea from which

they would be entitled to collect snakes. This right to collect snakes would be for the

holder of the license only. Another suggestion using area Quotas is that the DNR could

change these areas each year to allow snake populations to recover from hawest pressures.

Collectors would be assigned areas based on past ha¡vesting pressures and the expected

world demand. Again, size and number restrictions could be a pre-condition of being

allowed to collect snakes in designated areas.

4l Captive B¡eeding Supplemented bl¡ Small Wild Harvest

The development of a biological breeding facility for ¡ed-sided ganer snakes. Such

a facility would be run by local residents in an area where the harvest of snakes was

previously a source of income. The facility could also be expa¡ded to include other
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amphibians and reptile Species. Such an operation could be publicly or privately owned.

A co-management venture between any interested Native band and the DNR could also be a

possibility. Such an operation could supply the world demand for red-sided ga¡ter snakes

and would relieve the pressures associated from the collection of snakes in the wild. A

small annual or semi-a¡nual harvest of snakes could be included in this operation to

maintain healthy stock.

5) l,ocallv Ooerated Marketins Board

A marketing boa¡d could be developed to work with buyers and dea-lers in Manitoba

and the United States that would pre-determine the world dema¡d for snakes before a

season. The marketing board could then issue snake pickers contracts to pick pre-

dete¡mined numbers of snakes at a price set in relation to the world demand. One or more

of the suggested improved hawesting methods could be applied as a precondition to

obtaining a conuact to collect snakes. This marketing boa¡d could be privately or publicly

operated. The result of such a management structure would be that competition for snakes

to supply the world demand would be regulated. This regulation would contribute to

eliminating competition between pickers and indiscriminate hawesting practices.

6) l,ocally Operated Producer Co-operative:

People involved in the picking of snakes could form a snake co-operative tkough

which the snakes could be marketed. The co-operative could work in cooperation with the

DNR to determine appropriate harvesting methods and numbe¡s of snakes to be ha¡vested.

Each of the snake pickers would be allowed to pick a determined number of snakes.

Snakes would be temporarily held in an appropriate area until they could be distributed to

potential buyers. The pickers would appropriately divide profits after operating costs were

deducted. One or more of the suggested improved hawesting methods could be applied as

a precondition to collect snakes. A producer co-op would result in similar management
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improvements æ a marketing board would except that the pickers themselves would

responsible for the administration and marketing aspects of the snakes.

5.3 Financial Assessment of Harvest Alternatives

5.3.1 Continue Hârvest Under Past Management:

Data were obtained from DNR records on the approximate expenditures to the

province in 1985, to monitor and enforce the ha¡vesting of snakes in Manitoba. These data

were then compared with past economic revenues generated by the hawest of snakes to

Manitobans under past market conditions.

A review of expenditures and revenues generated by the snake hawesti¡g industry

was ca¡ried out for the 1985 season by DNR staff.

Table 3: Estimated expenditu¡es and ¡evenues associated with the management option of
hawesting snakes under past management conditions.

PAST STRATEGY

USER GROUPS

Revenue Exçenditure

Pickers

Individual Revenue

licenses

Hawest Equipment

s45,000
s340

$l,120
N/A

lJuyers/ueâers

Resident BuyeN (2)

Non-Resident Buyers/Dealers

$45,000

$500,000

$80

$640

P¡ovincial Gov't

Licenses

Enforcement

$1,840

s22,500

Fines N/A

Net Kevenue to uov t c- $20,660)

Total

Gross s592.rE0 6?4.340

Net Revenue $567.840

Net Revenue In Manitoba*+ s67,840

Estimated That S500,000 Ìvâs American Snake dealers not Manitobans.
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1985 Revenues:

The revenue earned for local snake pickers ranged from $40,000 to $45,000 for the

1985 season at a purchase price by snake buyers of $0.50 per snake. This translates into

an estimated $340.00 per snake picker for the two week season.

Four ¡esident and two non-resident snake buyers were issued reptile dealer's

licenses in 1985. It was estimated that buyers eamed between $20,000 to $45,000 in total.

This would translate into an average of $3,300 to $7,500 in gross revenues earned per

snake buyer.

Revenue to the P¡ovince from license sales was estimated at a total of $600 in 1985.

The Revenues for Biological Supply houses or snake dealers in the United States were not

estimated for 1985 but it was stated that the revenues would greatly exceed those received

by local snake pickers.

1985 Expenditures:

Expenditures for snake pickers, Biological supply house dealers and buyers was

not estimated for the 1985 season. The cost ofenforcing the regulations restricting snake

picking were estimated to be $22,500, most of which was represented as staff time.

Estimated 1985 Net Outcome:

Although expenditures for snake buyers, pickers and dealers were not determined,

it could be argued that these costs represent operating costs which can be considered sunk

costs ( an attempt to factor such costs into furure harvested strategies will be ca¡ried out if

appropriate). These costs need not be included if considered sunk. The result for

Manitobans then is a net outcome of an revenue of between $39,100 and $68,100.

5,3.? Alternative Harvest Strategies:

" The fotlowing results we¡e obtained from projected revenues and expenditures on

possible hawesting strategies. It should be noted that the results of these comparisons are
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only projections and more then one possible financial outcome may exist for each of the

suggested management alternatives for commercial hawesting. However, the data used for

the projections were obtained from DNR ¡ecords and st¿ff, as well as consultations with

snake pickers, dealers, buyers, a¡d other experts in the field ofreptile sales and wholesale

reptile breeding operations. The ¡esults should be considered as guides upon which to

compare financial possibilities of suggested strategies a¡d are used in conjunction with

other criteria to determine an acceptable option.

hojected Gross Revenues:

Discussions with various individuals resulted in the determination that the annual

demand for snakes world wide would be approximately 20,000 to 30,000. The wholesale

price for snakes was determined to be approximately $i 1.00 to$15.00. Calculations were

made to determine the gross revenue that could be generated from the harvest of snakes

under various wholesale prices at different harvest quotas. Wholesale price per snake

ranged ftom $5.00 to $15.00 and harvest numbers ranged from 10,000 to 47,000 snakes.

The gross revenue that could be generated from the ha¡vest of snakes was determined to

range between $50,000 to $705,000. The gross revenue generated at 20,000 snakes

ranged between $ 100,000 to $300,000. The gross revenue ât 30,000 snakes would be

between $150,000 to $450,000 depending on the wholesale price obtained for the snakes.

Projected Expenditures:

No Harvest Option:

Estimated expendirures and revenues were determined for the continuation of a

moratorium on the ha¡vest of snakes. The annual added cost of enforcement since the

closu¡e of the ha¡vest season was determined to be $3,000 annually. A continued

morato¡ium would result in an annual expenditure to the hovince of approximately

$3 1,500 (costs of enforcement obtained fro Gord Johnston, 1992, DNR, 1495 St. James

Street, rüinnipeg, Manitoba) a¡d an estimated revenue of zero dollars, or a total estimated
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loss of approximately $450,000 in potential revenues from the sale of snakes. No estimate

on the revenues generated by fmes levied on persons caught breaking the law were

obtained.

5.4 Improved Harvesting Techniques:

The added cost of implementing improved management techniques to the Manitoba

govemment would be relatively small or zero. These techriques would be implemenred in

al attempt to develop a more sustainable harvest by local pickers minimizing negative

biological impacts on the snakes. Such techniques would allow the comme¡ciai harvest of

snakes to continue and an estimated revenue of $450,000 ( based on estimated world

demand of 30,000 snakes) or more to be generated. The revenue received for each

respective interest party and the allocation to pickers would have to be determined at a later

date in the event that such an option was implemented. It should be noted that under such a

management scena¡io the DNR should attempt to increase the total share of ¡evenues eamed

to Manitobans. Such anempts should include the increase in price for what pickers receive

per snake. Expenditures for the Provincial govemment would likely remain the same at

$31,500 and revenues generated by the province could be determined ifand when the

Moratorium is lifted.

Caotive Breedins Ooeration:

Capital and operational costs we¡e simulated for the creation of a hypothetical

captive breeding operation for snakes i¡ the Interlake region. Estimates for capital

expenditures we¡e based on the mean price of three quoted prices from randomly chosen

suppliers or sellers of the required capital (Table 4). For example, the price per square

foot of commercial property in the Interlake region was determined by obtaining prices

quoted for various sized commercial buildings that were for sale in the Interlake. Estimates

for operational expenditures were determined through consultations with va¡ious experts in

the breeding and maintenance of snakes in captivity.



Table 4 : Estimated expenditu¡es and revenues associated with the management option of
a captive breeding management option.

CAPTTVE BREEDING OPERATION

CAPITAL COSTS Expendiftre

BI.IILDINO
I2O SQFT REFRIGERATED AREA#

SNAKE CAGES*

sNAl(F RACKS**
MISCELLANEOUS EQPT.

TRUCKßENTAL)

HIGH VALUE LOW VAIUE
ti9ó,000

$ ló,000

$63,000

$76,800

$2,000

ti5E,00{_}

s 11,500

$6,300

$7,680

$2,000

OPERATING COSTS

FOOD (2-4 Months) $20,00c $ 10,00c

STAFF
'IECHNÌCIAN

MKTNG & SAIES MANAGER

GENERAL LABOURER ( PART TIME)

$28,000

$24,000

$8,000

$22,000

$19,000

$8,000

TOTAL $333,80C $ 144,480

^ SQFT VALIIES ESTIMATED FROM MEAN VALUE OF 3 DIFFERENT COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

#VALUES ESTIMATEÞ FROM MEAN VALIJE OF THREE DIFFERENT QUOTED PRICES
* &** EQUIP¡/ßNT OBTAINED IN CAROLINA SUPPLY CATALOCUE (NOT VITAL TO OPERATIOI$

Information was obtained from DNR and Manitoba Pa¡ks records on a biologicai

supply house venture that was attempted during the early 1970's. The venr*" *u,

developed as a supply house for the sale of frogs and snakes. The venture did not succeed.

A comparison has been made between the costs estimated for the 1970 supply house and

those estimated for a captive breeding operation for 1992. It was determined that operating

and capital costs in 1970 were approximately $148,000 (1991 dollars).

These cost estimates represent only one of many possible operational ventu¡es that

could be developed to b¡eed snakes in captivity. It was determined however that a cost

range of between $ 144,000 and $333,800 could be used as guides to develop and operate a

captive breeding operation for red-sided garter snakes in the Interlake region. The revenues

generated by such an operation would be the same as any other management option.
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Producer Run Co-ooerative:

The management of a hawest season by a producer operated co-operative in the

Interlake area of Manitoba could be an option. The specific costs associated with such a

venture would have to be dete¡mined in the event that interest to ha¡vest snakes under such

a system was shown by a local group or groups of people. The administrative costs

associated with a producer co-op were estimated to be $40,000, and revenues would be an

estimated $450,000 annually. Such an option would effectively put control into the snake

pickers therefore increasing their sha¡e of revenues and also i¡c¡easing their interest in the

long-term maintenance of snake populations in order to ensure a healthy source of supply.

Ma¡keting Boa¡d:

A marketing board alternative is also a possible management option for the harvest

of snakes. The costs would be similar to those associated with a producer co-op.

Revenues may differ for the pickers however since the marketing boa¡d would conrol the

supply and price of the snakes. Interview respondents indicated that such a scenario may

not be the most appropriate due to the conflicting Free Trade agreement with the U.S. that

considers supply management a subsidized and restricted structttre.

5,5 Social assessment of the Importance of a Commercial Harvest:

In an attempt to gauge the acceptability ofeach ofthe suggested management

options a number of target groups were interviewed. They were asked to conìment on the

acceptability of the va¡ious harvesting options from a professional and social point of view.

The reasoning behi¡d such an analysis was to derive the most acceptable management

altemative. Although an altemative may produce better economic results,it may not be

attractive to interested parties due to social constraints or any technical or biological

constraints, such considerations have also been illustrated with regard to recreational

viewing. The results a¡e described below.
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5.5.1. Survey of Long Time Local Residents:

Long time residents of the lnwood, Na¡cisse and San&idge areas of the lnterlake

were personaliy intewiewed to determine attitudes towa¡d the management alternatives and

economic importance of the commercial hawesting. A representative sample of locat

residents with interest in the snakes was determined. l,ocal business people, private

landowners with dens on their land, political representatives of the a¡ea and locally

concemed individuals were interviewed. A tota.l of 1 1 people were contacted and

interviewed by telephone, 4 were personally interviewed (n=11). Following is a summary

of their attitudes towa¡d the uses and management altematives for Ma¡litoba snakes in the

lnterlake area:

The aniude expressed by respondents was that the harvesting of snakes for sale as

pets should not be allowed unless local populations increase and snakes can be harvested

sustainably. The recreational viewing and tourism aspect of the snakes as a much better

way of using the snake resource. One respondent indicated that if a harvest could be

carried out in a sustainable fashion then it should be allowed because it would enhance the

awa¡eness of the snakes outside of the a¡ea, a¡d could therefore potentia[y result in greater

public visitation to the Narcisse pits.

A more significant discovery was thât very few if any local ¡eôidents of I¡wood

picked snakes and that revenues from picking usually went to outside parties. Many

individuals also expressed concem over trespassing by pickers on private land containing

denning sites. Although the sample size of respondents is small it is important to note that

the individuals surveyed were determined to have a long time interest in the snakes and in

the locai community. Many people in the a¡ea we¡e not interested enough in snake

management to be arva¡e of the present issues involved. A more informed opinion was

needed in this case. The attitudes of individuals that may not hâve had a full grâsp or

sigrificant long-term inte¡est in the status of snakes were obtained from the Na¡cisse

survey. It should be noted that approximately 25 percent of individuals suweyed at
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Na¡cisse were from the Interlake region ( Appendix 4;). Results of specific responses by

those individuals suweyed are shown below:

Table 5: Responses of locai residents intewiewed regarding major management concerns
for the snakes (NOTE: Respondents could chose one or more concerns).

Mâjor management concerns for the rcd-sided gâfter snake in
Manitoba

Response

Habitât dest¡uctron

Land development

Recent Drousht Conditions 2

Environmental Conrâminants-Pesticides

The harvesting of snakgs 3

t-ack of scientitic and ecolosical information on snâkes

Entbrcement olrequlauons !o Drotect the snakes I

Other Problems

Table 6 : Responses of local residents regarding their opinions about the price pickers
received for snakes in the past.

Opinions on Price Pickers Received for Snakes
Under Pâst Harvest Structùe

Response

Ext¡emely High

High

AbouI Risht
Low

Exúemely Low

Tabte 7: Responses of locally interviewed residents regarding their opinions on the
ha¡vest of snakes for the pet Eade. i

Opinions on Yr'hethe¡ Snakes Should be
Harvested in the Future

Response

Yes

No
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Table 8: Responses of local residents regarding their opinions on the management of
snakes.

Attitudes towards Management sEongry
Aglee

Strongly
Disagree

Past hffvesting techniques arc
not sustainable 7 2

rast narvesnng recnfnques

do not provide adequâte protection of snake
populations

2 2

Information on susLainable

ha¡vesting techniques should

be provided to Pickers

2 I
hotection against âbuse of
harvesting regulations is not
effe¡tive and should be

improved I

Tou¡ism and viewing is important
to snake mânagement in Manitoba:

2 z

Community Involvement and

Input is essential to sound

management of snakes

2

S uståinable harvest populations

must be known before hawest

season is allowed to operate: J

Successful management of snake

populations requires educating

Snake collectors and buyers

on the biological requirements of
the snakes 3
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Table 9: Responses of local residents regarding their opinions on suggested management
altematives for harvesting snakes.

Attitudes towâ¡ds Suggested Management
A]tematives

Strongly

Agee

ùEOngly

Disagree

Continue Harvest Under Past Conditions:
I t 2

Improved Management Techniques:

) 1

No Harvest

3 I
Captrve Breedlng

I I
Locally Operaæd Marketing Boud

I 2

t¡câlly OpeÉted PToducer CooDerative: I I

5.5.2 Local First Nations Band Council Responses:

Discussions with regional DNR staff was ca¡ried out to determine Fi¡st Nations

bands that would be interested in the potentia-l economic opportunities and management of

snakes in Manitoba. A strategy was developed as a means of contacting local First Nations

bands of the Interlake to determine their interest in Manitoba snakes. A total of seven Ftst

Nations band councils of the Interlake region were determined to to have a possible interest

in snake management. These bands are A) Fariford, B) Litde Saskatchewan, C) Dauphin

River, D) Crane River, E) Dog Creek, F) Peguis, and G) Fisher Rive¡. There was no

response indicated by those band councils contacted with regard to interest in the

management and potential commercial opportunities of snakes in Manitoba. Contact was

attempted a toøl of four times. The resea¡cher sent correspondence explaining the study

and the reasons for participation of First Nations bands. The correspondence was followed

up by attempted telephone contact two weeks later. Next, the DNR staff sent a letter a¡d a

supporting snake management plan explaining the request to meet to discuss management

options for snakes. Th¡ee weeks later DNR staff attempted contact by telephone to discuss
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whether bands were interested in providing input. Native facilitators were also hi¡ed to

contact bands to request input into snake management. No response was obtained from

any of the bands contacted.

Although it is risþ to project future management altematives fo¡ the snakes based

on this "no response" the ¡esea¡cher has no other choice at this panicular rime. Any furure

interest exhibited by local bands will need to be facrored into the management altemarives

for the red-sided garter snake. Any recommendations that are made with respect to futu¡e

uses and improved management should also consider the potenrial for First Nations

involvement, since the majority of historical snake harvesters were First Nations peoples.

The recommendarions of this resea¡ch will be such that it will not eliminate any specific

group, including First Nations groups, that may have a potential futu¡e i¡te¡est in uses of

snakes in Ma¡itoba.

5.5.3. Scientific and Research Interests:

Comments on future management options were solicited from researchers who use

or study snakes from Manitoba. Resea¡chers were also asked to comment on various

management scenarios with respect to hawesting snakes for the pet trade.

Researchers indicated that snakes offered a number of unique and important

research avenues that could not be easily replaced by using another snake species.

However, they also indicated that the harvest of snakes for the pet trade over prolonged

periods of time could have serious impacts on natural populations under the past hawest

structure. The consumption of snakes by researchers is relatively small as compared to

snakes collected for sale for the pet trade ( an estimated 3,000 snakes annually are used in

education and research). Most ¡esearchers interviewed would much rather see economic

ventures centred a¡ound recreational uses so long as negative impacts from such activities

could be minimized. The resea¡chers stated that the large denning aggregations of
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Manitoba ¡ed-sided garter snake is a unique phenomena and generally lobbied for the

protertion of such dens from ha¡vesting or recreational viewing ventures that had negative

impacts on natural populations.

Concern over sustainable harvests of snakes was voiced by researchers because of

the difFrcuity in determining what constituted a sustainable ha¡vest. The unpredictabiliry

and vuherability of a local denning population's ability to maintain viable numbers was

considered to be the greatest barrier to sustainable harvesting of snakes for the pet trade.

There is a significant lack of solid life history information on the snakes and, until this

information is investigated, a sustainable ha¡vest of natu¡al populations would be very

difficult to predict.

5.6 Comparison of Management Techniques

Using survey information, social attitudes, biological impacts and financial

projections, hawest techniques were compared a¡d ra¡ked to determine appropriate

improvements in ma¡agement techniques for the commercial ha¡vest of snakes. Table 10

is a compilation of data comparing the social, frnancial, and biological issues for the

hawesting of snakes. It allows the ¡esea¡cher to compare suggested alternatives based on a

solid base of information. Due to the unique narure of the data collected such a comparison

is qualitative and therefore subject to the basis of the researcher and the sources of data

used. However, under the circumstances such data should be considered reliable until

more quantitative data can be obtained on the biological impacts and financial cha¡acteristics

of potential uses
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Table 10: A relative comparison of social, biological, and financial issues for suggested
Hawesting management altematives ( A ranking of "1" represents that scenario that was
considered to be the most appropriate for a category , while "6" represents the least
appropriate. Rarking was determined based on the responses of individuals suweyed and
data obtained).

Management Altematives Sociat
Ranking

(ã

Financial
Rarking

Biological
Ranking

wergnæ(r
Rarking

flnal
Ranking

No Hârvest 1 5 1 160

Irnproved Management Techniques: 2 2 185

Captive Breeding 3 4 3 315 3

LOCaIy (æefaæ¡ r'ïoouce¡ ço-oper¿üve: 4 370 4

Locally Operated Marketing Board 420

Continue Harvest Under Past Conditions: 6 6 6 600 6

# Ranking determined by comparing scenario costs with possible revenues. Each scena¡io has the same possibÌe
¡evenue, CosÌs diffe¡ belween scenarios, iherefore costs were the determining facror in ranki¡g scena¡ios.
* RanJ<ing was determined by hypothesizing potential negative impacs on the biology and ecology of natural
populations of snakes f¡om a perspective scenario.
@ Social ra*ing was determined by summarizing input ftom various surveys and interviews with respect to
attitudes and suggestiors towa.¡ds the va¡ious altemative harvesting scenarios.

^ Total ra¡king was determined by averaging social, financial and biological rankings á¡d rouldi¡g off to the
nea¡est whoìe number. Biological ranking was weighted more than social rarking which was in tum weighted
more tian financial ( Assigned Weighted Values our of 100 pts ; Biological Ran-king = Jg pts, Social Ra¡king =
35 pts, Fina¡cial la¡king = 15 pts)

5.7 The Question of Sustainability:

The main reason fo¡ the moratorium on the ha¡vest of snakes in 1989 was due to

perceived declines in local snake populations and concern over further declines that may be

caused by past cornmercial hawesting techniques. No specific population data is available

on past hawest impacts. However, an indication of over-ha.rvest that is quite often used

when there is a lack of real biological information on narura-l populations was applied to

Manitoba snakes. Over hawest can occur if the trend in effort used to collect or harvest the

¡esotlIce (catch per unit effort) increases over time. Effort increases because harvesters

have to go further or work harde¡ to hawest at past levels. A historical examination of

effort per unit snake ha¡vested was determined using data obtained from the DNR for the
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years of 1972to 1986 (Fig. 14). Effort per unit snake was produced by DNR staff by

dividing the total number of legal snakes hawested by the total number of licenses sold to

snake pickers.(Flummelt, 1986). This information suggests that the relative effort

expended by pickers to collect snakes has increased substantially and that major increases

occur¡ed f¡om 1980 to 1983. A number of assumptions can be made from this observed

increase in effort per unit snake hawested; A) Pickers had to put more effon into

hawesting the same number of snakes that previously required less effort. B) Effort

increased because pickers were having to go further and funher away from past hawesting

sites to obtain the same numbe¡s of snakes; C) If pickers had to go further away to collect

snakes then historica-l ha¡vest sites were no longer capable of providing ampie snakes for

pickers. D) Pickers were harvesting snakes at historical den sites at unsustainable ha¡vest

levels, a¡rd if snakes were ha¡vested at sustainable levels effon should have remained

relatively stable.

0.0014

0.0012

0.0 0'1

Effort per Unit o'0008

Snake Harvested .0.0 00 6

0.0 0 04

0.0 00 2

0

77 78 79 80 81

Year

Figure 16: The relative effort expended per unit snake (Total number of annual licenses divided
by the number of snakes legally hawested ) harvested from 1972 to 1986.

86858483827675747372
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5.8. A No-Harvest Strategy

Not harvesting snakes was determined to be the most appropriate management

option for the DNR to follow based on data presently available. In order to understand

why the no harvest option was determined to be the most appropriate management srategy

requires a discussion of the related issues.

5.8.1 Biological Considerations:

The potential biological impacts of indiscriminate harvesting techniques was the

fundamental factor for choosing the option not to harvest snakes . This is an imporunt

point when considered in conjunction with the attitudes expressed by survey respondents

regarding commercial harvesting options. The long term conservation of snakes and thei¡

denning areas was considered to be the most important issue in the development of snake

management strategies. The option not to hawest would ¡educe an essentially large human

induced negative impact on natural snake populations in Manitoba. Present literature

substantiates the concern expressed by user groups and this resea¡ch. Dodd states that the

lack of information conceming the life history for most species is considered to be the

geatest impediment to effectively conserving snake populations (Dodd, 1987).

Information obtained through an examination of available literature on the impacts

of snake harvesting, indicated that there was a potential for severe damage to local denning

populations ( Darymple and Reichenbach, 1984, Dodd, 1987; Gregory, 1971; Gregory,

1973; Koonz, i991; Macmillan, 1987; Whitier et al, 1984). Information about population

dynamics, detailed life history parameters, and the present status of the abundance a¡d

distribution of snakes throughout Manitoba is largely unknown. The lack of any

significant biological data on the red-sided garter snake is a fundamental consideration

when assessing the potenrial impacts of a commercial snake harvest. According to

Macmilian (1987), "No rigorous suwey of remaining large denning populations, enabling

evaluation of the status of the resource, has been conducted. Normally, awa¡eness of the
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status of the resource is a pre-requisite for successful management". Macmillan (1987),

sutes that ignorance of the status of dens in Manitoba a¡d of the biological needs for the

species are major hindrances to effective management of denning populations. The fact tl¡at

no quantifiable scientiJic documentation on the biological impact of hawesting exists is

extremely imponant.

Substantial increases in the historical effort per unit snake harvested expended by

pickers has direct bearing on the biological conside¡ations of commercial snake

hawesting(Fig. 15). This increase suggests that snake numbers were declining in

traditional hawesting areas of the Interlake. Long time residents of Inwood considered that

since the moratorium on snake ha¡vesting local populations have increased in numbers .

There is no proof to show that the increase in snake populatíons was direcdy related to the

moratorium, the increase could be a result of other facto¡s such improved environmental

conditions or life strategies. Regardless, the impacts of hawesting are a significant

concem. Resea¡ch should be initiated that would determine the impacts of commercial

hawesting in greater detail then Macmillan (1987). The issue of harvest techniques

impacting on populations has to be addressed and the consideration of re-establishing a

ha¡vest based on old techniques should be fundamentally ruled out.

This study substantiates the concern voiced by Macmillan (1987). The majoriry of

individuals surveyed stated that proper knowledge of hawesting impacts needs to be

obtained so that sustainable harvest levels can be determined. The decision of whether a

renewable resource should be exploited relies on its ability to maintain a constant source of

supply in the long term. This exploitation can only be successful if knowledge about the

impacts on the resou¡ce a¡e known. The option not to ha¡vest snakes scored the highest

ranking for biological concems ofa snake ha¡vest. The strategy allows natura-l populations

to recover from past harvesting and also allows for scientific studies to be car¡ied out on

the status of the resource and the potential impacts of a harvest.
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Results of the survey at the Narcisse pits indicated that individuais 967o of those

interviewed thought snakes should be protected in Manitoba. The other 4Vo responded as

neutral (Fig 10). At the same time 67Vo stated that they strongly disageed or moderately

disagreed with the statement that people should be allowed to derive income from the

collection and sale of snakes in the pet trade. Only 77o of the individua-ls suweyed

suongly or moderately agreed that people should derive income f¡om harvesting snakes

(Fig 11). Based on the response obtained from this survey and from the response of local

residents (Iable 9) and scientists, the¡e was a strong opinion by Manitobans that hawesting

snakes for the commercial pet trade should not be allowed.

The impacts on the biology of the snakes and the conservation attitude expressed by

surveyed individuals were strong determinants in the developing of an appropriate

ma¡agement strategy. User groups and conversationalists were in agreement on the issue

of appropriate management options for the snakes. There was ân agreement that the lack of

documented proof on the potential impacts from commercial hawesting had a stong

influence on the attitudes toward a potential hawest. The long-term survival of natural

snake populations and their denning habitat outweighed any use that would have negative

ímpacts. Dealer response to the issue of harvesting snakes was mixed (Chapter 4, market

survey results). Not all dealers sold Manitoba snakes as pets, but instead sold them to

educational institutions and scientists. The number of snakes or demand for these uses was

determined to be approximately l07o of the world demand. Theses dealers indicated that it

was imponant to establish sustainable hawesting levels in the event the moratorium is

Iifted. This illustrates that some of the dealers think that responsible management of snakes

should be a requirement for renewed harvests. Such attitudes are important because they

illustrate, that dealers who have in the past contributed to the inappropriate hawesting

system would be open to participating in improving the management of snakes and

hawesting techniques. Such participation would help to eliminate major inefficiencies of
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past hawest practices but would also limit access by dealers to a larger market sha¡e at the

lowest possible cost.

Some suweyed individuals stated that a snake harvest could occur under optima-l

management conditions, where a sustainable number of snakes could be taken from the

wild without having negative impacts. This result becomes an important issue in the event

that a sustainable harvest of snakes can be established because it indicates that most

individuals a¡e concemed with the biological impacts past hawest practices have had on

snake populations. If hawesting would not th¡eaten the long-term su¡vival of the snakes

and denning a¡eas then it seems that it would be socially acceptable to some individuals

suweyed. There is a point of contention around this issue and a potential for conflict

between interest groups based on social a¡d ethical point of views toward harvesting

snakes. There was disagreement on the issue of a renewed harvest of snakes. Many

surveyed individuals expressed the view that the harvest of snakes should never be re-

established. The red-sided garter snake is the only wild animal in Manitoba that the

Provincial govemment allowed to be collected and sold as pets. This seems to contradict

the mission statement or policy of the government toward the conservation and

management of the provinces wildlife. This point becomes even more controversial when

the economic or financial aspect of hawesting snakes is considered. Most people believe

that snakes were allowed to be ha¡vested to provide income for Interlake ¡esidents.

However, under the past harvest system, very litde income was gained by hawesting

snakes and some suggest that since the increase in effort per unit snake most pickers were

probably not making any financial gains from the hawest of snake. The real issue with

many respondents was that the province was supporting the financial gain of foreign

dealers through the exploitation of Manitoba's resouces. This is an important point that

should be srongly considered under any new mânagement option and helps to substa¡tiate

this studies' conclusion that the snake harvest should not be re-established.
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A major concern in the ha¡vest of snakes is the attitude of pickers. The failure of

pickers and First Nations band councils to respond to requests for input into future

management options is a major missing link. Results indicate that former pickers were not

significantly interested in the re-establishment of a harvest. This is illustrated by local First

Nations band councils and representatives failure to respond to repeated requests for input

by the researcher, and DNR staff. Information gained about pickers suggests that, under

the historical harvest industry structure, they were not in the industry for substantial

economic gain but were picking snakes because of the recreational enjoyment that it

brought. The income eamed was a secondary reason for snake picking. This may explain

why pickers did not react strongly to the closure of the harvest of snakes ( DNR records

indicate that there were no formal complaints by Manitoba residents to the Moratorium),

and indirectly indicates that such a closure may be socially acceptable to pickers. However,

until such results can be substantiated the question of a no hawest option will be in doubt

with respect to Fi¡st Nations involvement.

5,8,2 Financial Considerations:

The option not to hawest was ranked fifth unde¡ the financial criteria used in rhe

comparison matrix. It was determined that there was a potential to generate revenues in the

sale of snakes as pets of approximately $450,000 to $700,000 depending on demand. The

option not to harvest snakes would mean that these potential revenues to Manitoba¡s would

not be realized. Funher discussion on this point is needed to explain why the no hawest

option was considered appropriate. Under the past industry structure the revenues

generated by the pet trade were found to be on average approximately $700,000 annually.

However,the information obtained indicates that much of this revenue was not being

passed on to Manitobans a¡d in fact was being obtained by foreign pet trade deale¡s in the

United States. A 1985 study indicated that a maximum of$90 000 in annual revenues was

staying in Manitoba and that on average only $340 per picker/ per year was being eamed
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for picking snakes (Table 3). Therefore, mo¡e than 857o of the realized revenues were lost

to Ma¡itobans. The reason why the no hawest option was considered appropriate was that

loss in ¡evenues to Manitoba¡s under this option would be relatively low based on the past

ma¡ket structure.

The no hawest option also raises issues respecting enforcement. There is potential

for an illegal ha¡vest and rade to be initiated by opporn:nist pickers, and that it may already

exist. Three thousand snakes were confiscated from th¡ee individuals trying to enter the

United States in the Fall of 1991. They expected to make $10/per snake or a total of

$30,000 from selling their illegal ha¡vest. The fact that they were caught indicates that

enforcement measures have some affect on an illegal trade. There are indications that some

of the foreign dealers may attempt to solicit the collection and sale of¡ed-sided garter

snakes illegally. This was evident f¡om the dealer interviews yet no proof exists at present

to substantiate this claim

Illegal uade of snakes has been documented on a global level. Some states

(California, Arizona, and Uøh), have banned the commercial collection ofnative snake

species, but in most states,(Florida with a wealth of unique species), commercial collection

is not regulated or monitored (Dodd, 1987). According to Dodd (1987), The U.S. Fish

and Vr'ildlife Service revealed a massive illegal trade in both domestic and foreign protected

species. Over 10,000 illegal reptiles were obtained during a sting operation in mid i981,

that included Federally protected species. Over 1,100 animals were seized,40 sea¡ch

warrants were issued, and wa¡¡a¡ts were served for the arrest of 27 persons. Both amateu¡

and professional biologrsts were among those rafficking in ra¡e snakes, and certain zoos

were investigated for suspected illegal activities. The Fish and Wildlife Service estimated

that up to 100,000 reptiles were shipped illegally through the U.S. mail each year (Dodd,

1987). Since there exists a sÍong demand for Manitoba snakes the probability of illegal

trade must be considered as real and any management strategy should make provisions to

minimize or eliminate the possibility of such illegal acts taking place.
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The increase in the cost for enforcement since the 1989 Moratorium of93,000

annually (Gord Johnson, 1992). The issue of the initiation of an illegal trade operarion ro

supply American dealers with Manitoba snakes is a concern, recent border prosecutions

indicate that there is a demand for snakes. There is a small time frame when snakes would

be available to be collected and traded iJlegally. Customs officials could be educated and

alerted as to times when the possibility of illegal conuaband might be shipped. l,ocal

residents should be made aware of the Tum in Poachers Program (TIPS). TIPS could be

used as ari avenue to help enforce a no ha¡vest scena¡io and to minimize illegal trade

opportunities.

Approximately 10 7o of the snakes hawested in Manitoba went to scientific

researchers and educational insdrudons. The issue arises as to whether the harvest of

snakes for such uses should be allowed. The demand difference of snakes for use in the

scientific and ¡esearch field means that only approximately 3,000 snakes or fewer would be

needed to meet the global demand. The problem here would again be the method of

ha¡vest. Even 3,000 snakes harvested under improper techniques could potentiaJly have an

important negative impact on specific local populations. Controversy could also rise from

such differential preference between user groups and end uses since restricted user groups

would argue that they were being discriminated against. There would also be difficulty in

conrolling the end use of snakes after they had been exported according to an interviewed

dealer. The siruation could a¡ise where by a person could state that they are hawesting and

exporting snakes for scientific purposes but once out of Canada the exporter could sell the

snakes for what ever purpose or end use that they wanted. Legally, such actions would be

permitted through the permits issued to allow snakes to be harvested. However, the

difficulty of enforcing, regulating and monitoring the end use of snakes in the United States

or other countries would enable such illegal activities to occur.

On the other hand, the imponance and contribution to science, of some of the

research using snakes may warant a special permit for the collection of snake for scientific
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purposes. The govemment may also want to consider a special fee for such permits. One

snake dealer in the U.S. stated that due to the current price associated with red-sided garter

snakes, an industry based only on the sale of snakes for scientifrc purposes would not be

âble to support a commercial operation based on historical demand in that end use. A

special fe€ would perhaps make it viable for a more sophisticated ha¡vest operation to be set

up to hawest snakes for scientific research only. Such a fee raises the issue of

discriminatory pricing for snakes based on end use as a meâns of management. The

possibility of abuse of such regulations would likely limit ariy such hawesting system.

5,8.3 Summary:

The no hawest option was ranked most appropriate because of the present lack of

biological information on the impacts of ha¡vest and potential hawesting techniques that

would allow for sustainable ha¡vests to occur. The lack of sound knowledge on the status

of snake populations in Ma¡itoba also strengthens the no ha¡vest argument. The people

interviewed ageed that protection of the natural ¡esource outweighs any commercial gain

through hawesting snakes. Th"r" *u, some conflict over whether the re-establishment of a

commercial snake harvest. Some individuals a$eed that snakes should be ha¡vested if

techniques could be developed that would not th¡eaten the long-term su¡vival of snake

populations and denning a¡eas. It was also important that as much of the gross revenues

gained from the sale of Manitoba snakes be ¡ealized in Manitoba. If these two major

conditions could be add¡essed than there was some agreement on Manitoba snakes being

hawested. Others who were interviewed, argued that unde¡ no circumstances should

snakes be ha¡vested commercially for the pet rade. This brings us to the question whether

a ha¡vest could be re-established would the suggested improved management options

available be appropriate. Such a discussion is important since the use of the snakes

rcpresents a sustainable economic opporrunity to local regional economies.
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5.9 In the Event of a Snake Harvest:

There is a potential ma¡ket for the sale of snakes as pets. Demand for Manitoba's

snakes is world wide, and they have been sold in the United States, Europe and Japan,

wilh an estimated 20,000 to 30,000 animals sold annually. Although foreign dealers were

quite secretive and defensive of thei¡ establíshed markets for snakes, the difficulty of

developing established ma¡kets and customers may not be that difficult based on the results

obtained. First, customers want snakes regardless of who sells them. Dealers compete

heavily to obtain as much of the ma¡ket sha¡e as possible. The fact that dealer competition

for as large a ma¡ket sha¡e as possible indicates that the market is not likely secretive or

conrolled by a small number of foreign dealers. The fact that a major department store

chain provided the St.Laurent operation with a list of customers, also indicates that it would

be relatively easy to develop a customer base fo¡ Manitoba snakes. There is also the

possibility that previous foreign dealers who have clientele lists would buy snakes from a

more controlled or regulated Manitoba operated hawest industry. Under such a scena¡io,

Manitoba pickers would become the middle men o¡ wholesale disn:ibuto¡s of snakes and

would be able to conrol the supply as well as price on the global market. The uncertainty

of customer base can therefore be ruled out as an impediment to a Manitoba regulated

harvest and supply. A more important issue to be addressed is the development and

implementation of úe most appropriate improved hawest techniques and management

options to ensure the sustainable use of the snakes.

The most appropriate management action was a combination of improved harvest

techniques with a local producer run co-op or marketing board. Another option that may be

conside¡ed but would most likely be less atractive is a captive breeding operation with a

limited or no wild ha¡vest (Iable 4).

The ¡eason for choosing to improve harvesting techniques is that such an option

would be socially acceptable and financially inexpensive compared to other options. The

improved hawesting techniques option ra¡ked most appropriate in the financial category
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(Table 10). Estimated expenditu¡es were determined to be similar to expenditues required

to operate and maintain the no hawest option. There would be no added costs associated

with improving malagement techniques to the major user groups. The strucrure of the

hawest industry would ¡emain relatively the same except that pickers would be required to

discriminate in their picking practices for the snakes.

However, the strategy does not allow for control of the market to be by

Manitobans. The greatest amount of revenues (over 857o) would still be eamed by foreign

interests. The improved management techniques option would allow for more control on

the biological impacts of a harvest but would not increase provincial control of the ma¡ket

fo¡ the sale of snakes. If control of the market can be maintained by Manitoban interests

and regulated by Malitobans then a more sustainable operation could be developed.

Conrol is not necessary, but if not control then regulation of the market by the provincial

govemment is needed. The elimination of historical inefficiencies must be a prioriry for

any new management option in the event of a harvest being re-established.

Ineff,rciencies in the ha¡vest industry include over picking as a result of extreme

competition fi¡st between buyer, in al attempt to dominate control over the wo¡ld ma¡ket,

and second by pickers to expeditiously sell their ha¡vest to buyers before the world dema¡d

is met and buyers stop buying. The elimination of these historical inefficiencies a¡e an

important factor in developing sustainable hawesting techniques. If competition can be

eliminated between pickers then there would not be the need to ha¡vest snakes using

indiscriminate techniques. If supply can be regulated and a known number of snakes

required to be harvested that can be communicated to pickers then the likelihood of an over-

ha¡vest would be substantially reduced.

5.9.1 Biological Considerations:

From a biological standpoint, the most appropriate strategy to invoke if the

commercial pet trade was allowed to be re-established would be a large scale captive
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breeding program. The potential impacts on natual denning populations would be minimal

with respect to den destruction and den extþation caused under historical hawesting

techniques. However, there would be a number of difficulties that would limit the success

of a captive breeding facility. Discussions with various individuals involved in the

breeding of snakes revealed that the technical difficulties in breeding snakes on a large scale

to supply the pet trade would be quite difficult and often uncertain. Difficulties considered

include 1) genetic variation in captive snakes and the subsequent escape of genetic morphs

into the natu¡al envi¡onment causes some ecological concem; 2) no attempts to breed red-

sided ganer snakes on a large scale have been made in the past; and 3) the elimination ard

continued effon to maintain a disease and pest ftee facility would have a strong bearing on

the captive breedi-ng facility's success. Pests and diseases, if present, could spread

throughout the captive population and contaminate the snake stock. The susceptibility to

disease and parasites was argued to be to great to consider breeding snakes in captivity.

The conømination of stock would effectively wipe out the supply from Manitoba

The degree of technical certainty with respect to hibemation (in refrigerated units)

may also make this strategy difficult. The na¡row environmental requirements needed to

induce physiological changes in snakes for mating would be difficult to control in a closed

envi¡onment. Snakes require two to four months in hibernation in order to invoke

physiological reactions needed for reproduction to occur. In a closed environment the

simuiation of such a hibernation period would require expensive and very sophisticated

refrigeration units. The refrigeration units available would be adequate but would most

likely not be reliable enough to ensure that producers could maintain a steady annual supply

of snakes. hesent refrigeration units are just not sophisticated enough to ensu¡e the

narrow and constant range of temperatu¡e and humidity that is needed for the breeding of

snakes.

Another concern in the success of a captive breeding operation for snakes was that

of food for the snakes and the costs involved. Food would account for a la¡ge part of the
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opeÉting costs. The financial and technical requi¡ements needed to adequately ensure a

constant supply of snakes result in the rejection of a captive breeding option to supply the

snake ma¡ket.

The maintenance and operation of a captive breeding operation would be

comparatively more expensive than other available management options. For these reasons

the strategy was ra¡ked third biologically behind 1) improved management techniques and

2) a producer run co-op. This is not to say that a captive breeding operation could not be

attempted, but strict controls would be needed and an experimental stage would be expected

as â cautionary measure. These actions would help to increase the costs of such an

operation and therefore reduce net revenues from the sale of snakes.

Combining the best of A) the improved hawesting techniques management option

and B) the producer co-op management option; was conside¡ed. A combination or mixfure

of these proposed management options would result in the most appropriate combination of

options to pursue.

5,9,2 Financial Considerations:

From a financial point of view, any süategy that generates maximum revenues to

Manitobans should be considered to be more appropriate. ïhe net revenues that might be

obtained from a producer co-op, marketing board, or captive breeding srategy in

Manitoba, would be less overall than would the improved harvesting techniques strategy.

However, the revenues that would stay in Manitoba would be far greater under the former

three strategies than under the latter. For example, expenditures for a producer run co-op

would be estimated at a range similar to an improved management techniques strategy.

Under such a strategy the total revenues that would stay in Manitobans would substantially

jump from $90,000 to approximately $450,000 to $700,000. Although the improved

techniques strategy provided the greatest net revenues it does not provide it to Manitobans.

The producer co-op is therefore a more appropriate management structure to undertake.
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The fact that a strategy can have very little benefit to Manitobans but a great deal of benefit

to foreign interests ¡aises the issue of sociai responsibility. The Manitoba government,

should attempt to maximize ¡esource benef,rts of to Manitobans. The social ranking

category of strategies will help highlight this rational.

5.9.3 Social Considerations:

Public attirudes towa¡d the harvest of snakes have direct bearing on the management

strategy that will be determined most appropriate. There was little interest in the ha¡vest

of Manitoba snakes by historical user and interest gtoups. The attitude from society was

not to hawest snakes for the pet trade at least until the protection of the resou¡ce ca¡ be

ensured. Sociai attitudes towa¡d the suggested options that could be employed in the event

of a hawest being re-esublished, were mixed.

An important issue emerging from the this resea¡ch was that past harvesting

techniques were not considered to be socially acceptable by interview respondents. The

ethical issues of conservation and stewardship were fundamental concems of snake

harvesting. There is a view that pickers did not practice hawesting techniques that were

conservation oriented and, in fact, some pickers blatantly disregarded conservation

practices for efficiency. Many interview respondent's attitudes about keeping the season

closed were suongly related to the pickers lack of regard for snake conservation. This

disregard could have resulted f¡om the historical structure of the hawest industry and the

attitude "as much as possible as quickly as possible", brought on by foreign interests for

profit and not resource sustainability. Conservation techniques should be a requirement in

a new industry structure including pickers, buyers and foreign dealers, in the event of a

ha¡vest season. Many of the suggested options would address the issue of conservation

either directly through picking restrictions or indirecdy through establishing a long-term

self interest of the users. Conservation ethics a¡e vital to any hawest re-establishment

regardless of the option chosen.
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5.9,4 Summary of Harvest Management Options:

Improved hawesting techniques would be ha¡d to instill in pickers if they have no

long+erm interest in the resouce. Enforcement would be costly and inefficient under such

a management structure. By involving local pickers in the marketing and management of

the ¡esource the long term maintenance and management of the ¡esource becomes not only

their responsibility but in thei¡ best interest. The enforcement of hawesting and harvesting

techniques is much more successful when it is regulated by the people who rely on the

sustained use ofthe resource. Such a management structure eventually instills a strong

conservation ethic into the users of the resource.

5.10 Conclusions:

When considering the re-establishment of a ha¡vest season for Manitoba snakes a

critical factor in the decision must be the biological parameters and the negative impacts

that a harvest may have. Studies such as those by Gregory (1973), and Macmillan (1987)

indicate that the life of snakes under natural conditions is precarious at best. Mortality rates

are relatively high resulting in large natura-l fluctuations in denning populations from one

year to the next. Macmillan (1987), stated that the added süess of past hawesting could

result in the extirpation of a denning population. The unreliability of being able to predict a

naturai sustainable number of snakes at a den on a regular annual basis is one of the major

difficulties in managing any future comme¡cial harvest of snakes. In the event that a

ha¡vest was to be re-established, it should be ca¡¡ied out in a scientifically prudent manner

to ensure that the harvest does not signif,icantly contribute to the extirpation of a snake

denning area . Extensive monitoring of the biological impacts of any future commercial

ha¡vest should be a requirement to ensure that if significant negative impacts occur the

commercia-l hawesting at dens under such pressure could be postponed until populations

bounce back.
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There may be some initial fi¡ancial costs æsociated with determining proper

hawesting techniques, however, compared to the value gained from revenues generated

from a ¡e-established sustainable ha¡vest the costs associated with determining such vital

information would be justified from a financial view. Such information is also vital from a

biological management aspect and even more important in developing sustained harvest

techniques that would be successful. It is therefore essential that the DNR consider a

harvest feasibility pilot study of commercial harvesting prior to lifting the harvest

moratorium. The biological restrictions on harvesting techniques that should be add¡essed

in such a pilot study should be extensive including but not limited to size restrictions, sex

restrictions as well as the impacts âssociated with restrictions on collecting ifdenning

populations a¡e observed to be in poor health.

The scena¡io chosen to be the most appropriate for a hawest of snakes was a

combination of a Producer operated co-operative with improved hawesting techniques,

which could be n:n by a local a¡ea interest g¡oup or a local Fi¡st Nations band and its band

council. Financial expenditures for this scenario were determined to be relatively low,

involving a smaJl storage area to be available for approximately one month after season

closure. This would allow enough time to distribute all the snakes to the consumers. This

scenario is less costly for the provincial govemment because it places the responsibility of

the resource in the hands of the resource users, a vital management component that did not

exist under past commercial ha¡vests. In order to maintain a long term sustainable source

of supply, snake pickers would have to develop a more responsible stewardship ethic

towa¡d the ¡esource if a commercial ha¡vest was to be ¡e-established.

The producer co-operative management option discussed above would eliminate

ma¡ket inefficiencies that existed under the old cornmercial hawesting industry. There

would be no waste of snakes or competition to sell snakes to foreign buyers. The producer

co-operative could develop and maintain its own ma¡ket for snakes and therefore would not

have to rely on foreign interests that controlled the past market structure. The co-operative
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could then establish a hawest quota that would uke into account the søtus of snake

populations in Manitoba.

knportant to any sound management strategy involving a re-established ha¡vest

season is the development of a¡ accurate snake monitoring system. This information is

vital to determining the sustainable ha¡vest numbers for snake picking. The establishment

of an effective monitoring system would be complex, compounded by the lack of scientific

information on the snakes. Natural catastrophe's and occunences that result in a wide

fluctuation in a specific dens' population from year to year would confuse monitoring

results. Commercial hawesting of ¡ed-sided ganer snakes at denning sites may have to be

managed on an site specif,ic basis, depending on the numbers present during not only the

harvest season but also during the following spring emergence. Relative abundance

estimates, of a den a¡d its location and last harvested year could be required information by

the producer co-operative in order to issue a license to commercially hawest red-sided

garter snakes. A picker could then be issued an a¡ea where a number of dens exist that

could easily meet the pickers quota. The picker could then be advised on what dens to

harvest from and what dens to leave fallow. This is by no mealìs an accurate method of

harvest due to the large degree of uncertainry in the snakes biological and behavioral

pattems. But it is more responsible than an indiscriminate collection of snakes from dens.

Another requirement of pickers that the co.operative and the DNR could invoke is that only

a certain maximum size could be collect, leaving the larger snakes. Such a strategy may

allow for a higher potential reproductive rate among commercia-lly harvested snake dens to

be established since the larger older females would be present and not removed f¡om the

reproductive population. According to Gregory (1973) larger females reproduce more

individuals than smaller snakes.

It is suggested that not all dens be open to ha¡vest in any one season, if snake dens

are being ha¡vested conectly there should be no need to ha¡vest all dens. Allowing some

dens to continue free of ha¡vest would also strengthen the hawest industry. Not all snakes
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retum to the same den each year, some immigration and emigration does occur, By

limiting harvest in a¡eas where dens are present harvesters could create islands of

populations that may serve as tesources to the areas that a¡e ha¡vested. Perhaps satellite

a¡eas around hawest den sites could enable such a scenario.

Such an extensive or complicated monitoring system may raise concems with

respect to costs associated with the development and operation involved. However costs

could be minimal for the DNR if the monitoring is required to be carried out by the

individuals who are hawesting the snakes. This makes sense for a number of reasons of

which the most significant is the fact that the resource user would have a strong stake in a

continued sustainable supply of snakes. The producer co-op would have to limit licenses

to commercially ha¡vest snakes so that an individual could receive economic reurns that

would make it worth thei¡ while to maintain a¡ interest in hawesting snakes as well as an

inte¡est in the long term status of the resource. Costs involved with such a system would

mostly be associated with education and training of commercial harvesters with respect to

proper monitoring and hawesting techniques. Random spot checks could be carried out on

pickers by DNR staff in cooperation with members of the producer co-op to ensure that

proper and consistent monitoring techniques were occurring. The added financial

resotrrces needed to carry out such procedures would be minimal and could be ca¡ried out

by existing staff in the areas where picking occurs. Such a maragement system does rely

heavily on the responsible and professional conduct of the resoruce users, however, if

i¡dividuals can be educated to understand why responsible hawesting makes ecological and

economic sense, then such a system is completely viable. Many of our common property

resources are managed in such a manner as that suggested for the red-sided garter snake.

The promotion of proper hawest techniques should be the responsibility of the

producer co-operative and the wildlife branch. If commercial ha¡vesters a¡e to become

stewards of the resource they must be advised on the proper stewardship techniques to

follow. An educational video to promote p¡oper harvesting techniques an the requirements
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of the cooperative and natu¡al resources departrnent to allow a person to ¡eceive a license

to ha¡vest snakes could be developed. This video could demonstrate to the picken how to

harvest and how to monitor their impacts on dens being hawested. Another avenue or one

that could be in addition to a video could be an annual one day training seminar on how to

hawest snakes properly. Commercial harvesters would be required to attend in order to get

their license renewed.

The producer co.operative mânagement scenario places the responsibility for the

management of the ¡esou¡ce into the hands of the resou¡ce users. If the¡e is to be a long-

term economic gain from the collection of the snakes the users must manage the resource

properly so that they can maintain that economic gain.

More biological information is badly needed for a hâwest to be successful. It is

recommended that no ha¡vest be allowed until more i¡formation on the biologica-l

requirements of denning populations and the impacts of ha¡vesting under various improved

management techniques is carried out. Information on the distribution and abundance of

snakes on a provincial basis should be obtained. More accu¡ate information on

reproduction and monality fo¡ snakes is also needed. Ecological studies that determine the

effect snake migration pattems between denning areas, predator relationships and its

impact on survivorship, effects of habitat loss, reproductive behaviour, and the relation of

envi¡onmental conditions to population size should be encouraged. A time period of 3 to 5

years should be sufficient time to generate basic data. Perhaps a certain portion ofthe

profits could be diverted into a trust fund to be used for research purposes.

The ethical implications of a harvest need to be add¡essed here as well. Should the

province allow the collection, sale and export of wildlife for the purpose of economic gain.

There is bound to be some dissention from local interest groups and animal rights

organizations with respect to this point. Consideration of the ethical implications of a

harvest must be included in a final decision . There are many other economic ventu¡es that

exist for the snakes including tourism, viewing and merchandising. These ventures may
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prove not only to be more financially lucrative but also mo¡e biologically benign if managed

properly.

The concern by various scientists who use snakes from Manitoba in thei¡ resea¡ch

could be addressed easily under this scenario. Scientists could deal directly with the co-

operative to express their needs. The co-operative could then fill the scientists order. A

price different than that for snakes sold as pets should be considered. Scientists on-ly

require a small number of snakes annually or semi-annually, but they usually require

snakes that meet certain imposed requirements duet to the nature of their research. A price

that is more reflective to the availability and difficulty in collecting snakes for ¡esearch

should be considered.

The following actions are suggested as those major ãeas that the DNR should

address to develop an appropriate management strategy for the snakes

l. It is recommended that no harvest be allowed until more information on
the biology of denning populations and the impacts of harvesting is carried
out, fnformation on sustainable harvest levels must be determined before
any consideration for a renewed commercial harvest is undertaken.
Research should be initiated to determine areas that have the potential to
support large denning populations. An evaluation of a potential denning
areas ability to support sustained harvests should be carried out.

2. The DNR should initiate communication between groups or individuals
in Manitoba who may have an interest in the commercial harvesting of
snakes to develop co-mânagement criteria for a long term sustainable
hârvest subject to the satisfactory completion of recommendation #1,

IN THE EVENT OF A RENEWED HARYEST:

3, In the event thåt a harvest is re-established the DNR should encourage
the init¡ation of research to develop the most appropriate combination of
proper harvest techniques. Such appropriate harvest techniques should be
a requirement by the Manitoba government with respect to the issuance of a
snake picking license.

4. A pilot study of commercial harvesting prior to lifting the harvest
moratorium to determine the feasibility of haryesting on a large scale
should be carried out, The biological restrictions on harvesting techniques
that should be addressed in such a pilot study should be extensive.
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5. An extensive monitoring program dealing with the biological impacts of
a commercial harvest should be a fundamental requirement to ensure that if
significant negative impacts occur the commercial harvesting at dens coutd
be postponed until populations bounce back.

6. The DNR should promote the development of responsible stewardship
ethics among snake user groups in order to enforce the maintenânce of a
long term sustainable supply.
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SzuAKÐ SUffiVHY
Red Sided Garter Snakes found in dens around Lhe Inlerlake Regron
of Manrloba are fenowned int€rnationally as a unique natural
phenomena. These snakes represenl one of Lhe targesl concentrattons
of a srngle specres of reptjles rn t¡re world ln recent yeats concefn has
developed over t¡e decline ¡n snake populauons at Narc¡sse. As a resuit
of utrs concern. tlâ lrepatLment of Natutal Resources ls rêv¡ê. w:ng the
Fresent Ílanagement of t¡e snakes. Thls questlonnârrâ will help to
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A
OF POTENTIALLY BIOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE AND
ECONOMICALLY VIABLE USES OF SNAKES IN MANITOBA:

Purpose of Survey

The purpose of this survey is to obtain basic information on various uses ( For
example, Recreation and Tourism uses, Educational and Scientific uses, and commercial
uses, such as, the collection a¡d sale of snakes for economic gain), of the red-sided ganer
snake in Manitoba. The survey will also attempt to obtain views and suggestions on
possible management strategies of future uses of the snakes in Manitoba. The opinions and
information gained from this suwey will contribute to the development of sound
ma¡agement decisions regarding the various possible uses of the snakes in Manitoba.

Why You Have Been Asked to Participate in the Survey:

Only by ensuring proper consultation with all parties with a vested interest in the
various recreational and commercial uses of the snakes can an appropriate management
(socially, biologically, and economically), option for the various uses of the red-sided
garter snake be obtained. All responses to the survey will be considered
CONFIDENTIAL. This is to ensure that people feel free to respond to questions
without any concem over the possible implications of anonymity. Enclosed is a self
addressed envelope to retum responses of the completed suwey. Your participation is
gready appreciated.

Back ground Information :

A number of commercial and recreational uses of red-sided garter snakes in
Manitoba have existed in the past or exist presently. Such uses include the hawesting of
snakes for sale to scientific and pet trade markets, and recreational tou¡ism a¡d educational
viewing.

The management of the ha¡vest of snakes prior to the 1989 morato¡ium consisted
of a two week ha¡vest season. This has led to problems with inefficient uses of the snakes
due to collecting before the season in an attempt to make sure a pickers snakes were sold
due to the uncertainty of demand by snake dealers. Licenses were issued on an individual
and family basis which entided the holder to pick snakes in Manitoba. There was no
restrictions on the methods of collection a¡d numbers of snakes collected except for the
seasonal time rest¡iction. The income gained by pickers was low $CND.50, per snake
collected. Much of the income was made by dealers in the United States who had built up
an extensive clientele list over the yea¡s that harvest has øken place.

A recreational tou¡ism and education viewing facility at Narcisse, Manitoba which
is approximately 100 Km north of Winnipeg, where three large dens have been set aside
for interpretive purposes. These dens a¡e protected from snake collectors in the area. The
facility consists of trails and interpretive signs that help to educate the public about the
snakes and the¡e biological qualities. An estimated 10 000 people come to view the snakes
each year generating various indirect economic benefits to local ¡esidents in the form of
sales in food or snack items, gasoline for vehicle a¡d souveni¡ items. The management of
the ¡ecreation and tourism aspect of the snakes involved the protection of snakes and thei¡
dens at Narcisse, a few studies on various other possible future tourism a¡d recreation
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ventures in Manitoba, and the development and continued improvement of viewing
facilities at Narcisse.

1) Please indicate your particular involvement with red-sided garter snakes from
Manitoba:

( ) University Researcher
( ) Natural Resources Employee
( ) Snake Picker
( ) Supply House Operator (Snake Dealer)
( ) Concemed Individual
( ) Other, Please Indicate

2) What do you think the major management concems are for Manitoba red-sided garter
snakes ?:

( ) Habitat destnrction
( ) Land development
( ) Recent Drought Conditions
( ) Environmental Contaminants-Pesticides
( ) The hawesting of snakes
( ) Lack of scientific and ecological information on snakes
( ) Enforcement of regulations to protect the snakes( ) Enforcement of regulations to protect the snakes
( ) Other Problems, Specify _
3) Please indicate how you feel about the following statements. Where 1 indicates that
you strongly agree with the statement, 2 indicates you agree with the statement, 3
indicates you neither âgree or disagree with the statement,4 indicates that you
disagree with the statement, and 5 indicates that you strongly disagree with the
statement.

L2
Past hawesting techniques are
not sustainable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ).......( )......( )......( ).......( ).

34s
)......( ).......( ).

345
)......( ).......( ).

345
).......( )......( ).

Past hawesting techniques
do not provide adequate protection of snake
populations

11

( ).......( )......(

lnformation on sustainable I 2
hawesting techniques should
be provided to Pickers:....... ....( ).......( )..... (

Protection against abuse of
harvesting regulations is not | 2
effective and should be
improved :...................... ....( ).......( )......(
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Tou¡ism a¡rd viewing is important 1 2 3 4 5
to snake management in Manitoba:.....................( )......( )......( ).......( )......( ).

Community Involvement and
Input is essential to sound | 2 3 4 5
management of snakes........ ...( ).......( )......( )......( )...... ( ).

Sustainable ha¡vest populations
must be lnown before harvest 1 2
season is allowed to operate: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( )..... ( )......(
Successful management of snake
populations requires educating
snake collectors and buyen
on the biological requirements of 1 2
the snakes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ).......( ).....(

345
).......( )..... ( ).

4) Under past commercial hawesting conditions snake dealers paid pickers anywhere from
$.20 to $.50 per snake. The market price paid for by consumers for snakes ranged from
anywhere between $5.00 to $25.00.

a) Please indicate wether you think the past price of snakes paid to pickers was :

( ) Extremely High
( ) High
( ) About Right
O Low
( ) Exremely l,ow

b) In your opinion, should snakes be harvested in the future for the purpose of export and
sale in the pet trade for economic gain:

YesONoo
c) In the event of a hawest season being able to re-open what price should snake pickers
to receive per snake:

d) What do you think the market price for snakes should be,considering the price that you
think snake pickers in Manitoba should ¡eceive if a harvest season was able to re-open ?
(Please indicate whether in Canadian or American Cunency)

345
).......( )......( ).
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e) In your opinion, if snakes are allowed to be ha¡vested how many do you think shoutd
be hawested per year at the p¡ices you have indicated:

( ) Under 1000
( ) 1000
( ) 5000
o 10 000
o 20 000

( ) Other Number,
o 50 000
( ) Unlimited Number

MÄNITOBA

Please indicate whether you agree o¡ disagee with the following management scena¡ios
for potential ha¡vest of snakes in Manitoba. Vy'here I indicates that you strongly agree
with the statement, 2 indicates you agree with the statement, 3 indicates you neither
agree or disagree with the statement, 4 indicates that you disagree with the statement,
and 5 indicates that you strongly disagree with the statement.

Continue Harvest Under Past Conditions:

Under this scena¡io the hawesting of snakes in Manitoba would be allowed to
continue under past management techniques. Under this scenario anyone who purchases a
collecting license from the DNR can collect snakes for the purpose of sale to snake buyers.
The season lasts a period of two weeks during the fall. Snake buyers who were usually
local residents bought snakes from collectors a¡d sold the snakes to Ame¡ican Dealers who
had to obtain export permits to take the snakes into the United States. The harvest of
snakes would occur under past management strategies with no significant changes.

72345
( ).......( ).........( )..........( ).......( )

Restrict Numbers Collected Per Den

Under this scena¡io a harvest of snakes would be allowed on the basis that there
would be a restriction on the maximum number of snakes collected per den site. Snake
collectors would be able to collect as many snakes as they wanted so long as they only
collected a certain number from a den site. This number could be a percentage of total
snakes visible at the site or could be a set number determined to be sustainable regardless of
dens conditions or size.

t2345
( ).......( ).........( )..........( ).....,.( )

Size Restrictions on Snakes Collected

Under this scenario the DNR would issue licenses for the ha¡vesting of snakes with
the requirement that any snakes collected would have to be a certain length. This help to
maintain those snakes that are the best fit and most actively reproductive since older snakes
and female are on average generally large in size than younger male snakes. A maximum
length of 45 cm has been suggested as an appropriate size restriction on the size of snakes
harvested.
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Quota Numbers Per Snake Collector

Under this scenario a collecto¡ would be issued the hawest rights for a
predetermined numbe¡ of snakes. World demand is currently estimated to be at
approximately 30 000 snakes. Quota's could be issued to collectors by the DNR. It is
possible to add certain requirements such as size restrictions and maximum number picked
per den as a pre-condition of obtaining an retaining a hawest quota. If the collector wants
to leave the collecting industry the quoø the DNR should have the right to buy back the
quota. If the department defers the right then the collector can sell his Quota to any one
person interested in obtaining harvesting rights.

5

)
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Trap Line Idea: Àrea Quota's

45
)..........( ).......( )

Unde¡ this scena¡io snake collectors will be issued an annuaÌ license which would
allow them to collect snakes in a certain area. The departrnent could assign each collector a
ce¡tain area from which they would be entitled to collect snakes. This right to collect
snakes would be the holder of the license only. Another suggestion using area Quota's is
that the departrnent could change these areas each year to allow snake populations to
¡ebound from ha¡vest pressures. Collectors would be assigned areas based on -past
harvesting pressures and the expected world demand. Again, size and numbe¡ restrictions
could be a pre-condition of being allowed to collect snakes in designated areas.
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No Harvest

Under this scena¡io the moratorium would continue and collectors would not be
allowed to ha¡vest red-sided ganer snakes in Manitoba.

12345
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Captive Breeding Supplemented by Small l{ild Harvest

Under this scena¡io the development of a biological breeding facility for red-sided
garter snakes as well as possible other reptiie and amphibian species would take place.
Such a facílity would be run by local residents in an area where the harvest of snakes was
previously a source of income. Such an operation could be publicly owned or privately
owned. A co-management venture with any interested Native band and the DNR could
also be a possibility. Such an operation could supply the world demand for red-sided garter
snakes and would ¡elieve the pressures associated from the collection of snakes in the wild.
A small a¡nual o¡ semi-annual harvest of snakes could be included in this operation to
maintain healthy stock.

t2345
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Locally Operated Marketing Board

Under this scenario a ma¡keting board could work with buyers and dealers in
Manitoba and The United States to pre-determine the world demand for snakes befo¡e a
season. The marketirg board could then issue va¡ious snake collectors contracts to pick a
pre-determined number of snakes at a price set in relation to the worid demand. Agãin,
harvesting resrictions could be applied as a precondition to obøining a contract to õollect
snakes. This marketing board could be privately or publicly operated.

12345
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Locally Operated Producer Co-operative:

Under this scenario those people involved in the picking of snakes wouid form a
snake co operative from which the snakes could be ma¡keted. The co-operative could
work in cooperation with the DNR to determine appropriate harvesting methods and
numbers of snakes to be ha¡vested. Each of the snake pickers would be allowed to pick a
determined amount of snakes. These snakes would be temporarily held in an approp¡iate
a¡ea until they could be distributed to potential buyers. After costs of operation we¡e taken
care of , the pickers would appropriately divide profits among them.

If you have any other suggestions or comments regarding the management of
snakes please describe below.
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Survev O uestions

1.) Did you receive your supply of Red-sided garter snakes from Manitoba?

2). Who did you ¡eceive the snakes from ?

3). How mary Snakes did you receive on an annual basis from 197 | to 1989 ?

4). How many snakes did you sell and who did you sell them to (include Intemational
customers if any, Please) on an annual basis from 197l-1989 ?

5). Please include any other pertinent quantitative data regarding markets for the snakes
that you may have ?

6). Please include any general comments that you regard as important with respect to the
ma¡ket fo¡ red-sided garter snakes.
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The sex of respondents surveyed ât the Narcisse snake dens (n=1 12).
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The residence of respondents surveyed at the Na¡cisse snake dens (n=1 12).
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l.¡o No Answêr
Response

Frequency ofrespondents travelling to Na¡cisse to view the snakes as thek primary
purpose (n=112).
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Frequency ofrespondents travelling to Narcisse for the first time (n=112).
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Other

Te lêvisìo n
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Response of surveyed individuals about how they came to be aware of the snakes at
Narcisse (n=112).
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Response of individuals surveyed regarding who they were with when viewing the snakes
at Narcisse (n=112).
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Response of those individuals surveyed indicating whether their feelings towa¡d snakes
had changed after viewing the snakes and their dens at Narcisse (n=112).
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Response of those individuals whose feelings did change toward snakes after viewing the
dens at Na¡cisse (n=112).
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Response of those individuals whose feelings did not change toward the snakes after
viewing the dens at Narcisse (n=i12)
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SUGGESTED FUTURE RECREATIONAL VENTURES:

Consultations with DNR staff, Manitoba Parks Stafi Tourism Manitoba staff, and

an examination of respective departnental records were carried out by the researcher to

determine potential recreation and tou¡ism oriented projects related to the viewing of snakes

in Manitoba. The following list of possible tourism projects was developed;

1) Enhancement of Narcisse Site Facilities:

This development of a semi-permanent or permanent on site structure offering

viewers food items and souveni¡s during the snake viewing season. This would most

likely be operated on an experimental basis initially , and in fact was caried out at a less

developed level during the 1991 season as mentioned above. The facility could either be

run by a local entrepreneur, or a local organization, such as a Native band council or

Dennis Lake Wildlife Organization.

An educational section could be included in this facility to help inform visitors about

the snakes and their requirements. The facility could include information posters,

pamphlets, videos, and live snakes. The facility could be staffed by an interpreter to help

with visitor inqui¡ies . This a¡ea could also act as an organizational point where viewers

would meet before being escorted on guided tours ofthe snakes dens by interpreters. Such

a faciliry could either be operated by a local organization with resource help from the DNR

wildlife branch in terms of providing educational information about the snakes. The DNR

may chose to operate such a fâcility itself instead of assisting a local organization.

2) Development of a Island tour concept with the tour being operated by
local interested Native Band Council:

Under this concept a local Nativê band council could develop a tourism package that

would include tours to islands harboring red-sided garter snakes. The tours to snake

islands could be part of a comprehensive wildlife and Native culture tourist package

marketed throughout North America and Europe. The term "Eco-Tourism" is an a¡ea that

is becoming more popular with Europeans, and other developed countries . This type of
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tourism is based on viewing narural ecosystems and the wildrife in these ecosystems. Thewildlife in cental Ma¡itoba could possibry suppon such a¡ indusùy, and the snakes and
thei¡ dens as well as other unique natura] phenomenons of wildlife could help to atract eco_tourists.

g;Ur;;-*,ldåf f #iiËHjä,:,it:¡*";;*¡::i*:i,$leç*r",
The possib'ity of Hecra Isrand becoming a Nationa.l pa¡k courd result in a¡r inc¡ease

in visitation by tourists to the Interrake ¡egion. Regardless of whether a National park is
created their are possibilities for regional wildlife rou¡s which courd incrude viewing
selected snake den sites in the Interlake.

3|.."'r'¡l';m'* t 
¿lr?;i jl,Uori gi n a tin g rrom Hoters i n wi n nipe g an d/or

Day tours already exists that involve viewing the snakes during the spring
emergence by the Manitoba Nan¡ralists society. There is potenûar to inc¡ease rhe
availability of such tou¡s to a greater number of visitors and or regìonal populations. An
interested party might develop a tour promodonaì package that could be promoted at
va¡ious hotels in Winnipeg.
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